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CHAPTER 1 

IHTROroGfIOM 

The practical aspects of ohoosing as a life's work that 

which on® likes best to d© have long been recognised# Hall 

indicated that to be successful, a man should like his work 

better than anything else (3, p. 288). The motivational 

value of having an interest in the work one is doing is 

constantly being given more consideration in vocational 

counseling and Indus trial plaotuent. This ooncem is justi-

fied in that work consumes a major portion of people's 

time and energy, and satisfying experiences in this area 

oan oiake a major contribution to the individual's total 

happiness end satisfaction, 

Methods of measuring interests grew out of this need 

for determining what people would like best to do. As more 

stress was placed upon satisfaction as a source of motiva-

tion for work or study, the more important becarae the need 

to find methods by which to determine interests of students 

or workers• Previously, success in study was considered to 

b® its own source of motivation, but William James (5, p. 

advanced the idea that one learns only what he is 

interested in learning» He felt that if ^ lacked interest 



In ft subjeot our learning of that subject would fee inef-

fective . This type of thinking caused educators to become 

concerned with whether or not the student had interest in 

the study he was attempting to learn, as well as whether 

or not he had the ability to learn it efficiently* neither 

eduoators nor vocational counselors were satisfied, however, 

when the instruments were developed that gave indications 

of vocational interests of persons. They also felt they 

needed to know whether or not the vooational choice of a 

student would be likely to change during the tine he was 

preparing to enter the vooation. They also needed to know 

what factors might cause interests to be unstable or what 

would cause them to remain constant. 

Further, if a student were tunable to oooplete the 

course work required for one major, it would be valuable 

to determine whether or not he would be able to develop 

satisfactory interest in a new vooation which involved 

differing types of work. If, for example, a student had 

a very strong interest in the field of science as indicated 

by a high soore in soienoe on an interest inventory, but 

was unsuccessful in his study of that field, and if his 

interests were not likely to be modified so that other work 

would replace science as his primary interest, he might 

experience difficulty in finding a vocation frets which he 

could derive satisfaction. 



Mont of the studies of stability of interest have shown 

a trend toward establishing the stability of interest, par-

ticularly in older men, and little has been done to dlsoover 

what has caused any change that has occurred. Strong states: 

The primary oonelusion regarding interests of men 
between 2$ and >5 years of ag© Is that they ohange 
very little. . « * At 25 years of age he is largely 
what he is going to be and even at 20 years of age he 
haa aoqulred pretty much the interests he will have 
throughout life (11, p, 313). 

However, other studies (9» pp. indicate that 

college students change major and change interest. Fryer 

states; 

Prediction that the specific vocational Interest 
of a youth one year from now will be the sane as his 
present vocational interest has no better than fifty 
ohanoes in one hundred In being correct. For periods 
longer than one year the ahanoes that this vocational 
interest will not be the same are greater than the 
chances that it will be the same. 

For the teaoher offering eduoational guidance, 
the counselor offering vocational guidance, or the' 
employer seeking an apprentice, to use an expression 
of interest as a guide to future plans, is a very 
unscientific and impractical way of achieving an 
adjustment# The vocational interest estimate is of 
little Importance for prediction. It is only signi-
ficant when linked with other significant criteria 
of selection and guidance (2, pp. 153-157)• 

Fryer also found that approximately 17 per cent of college 

students changed major before the sophomore year, and ap-

proximately 71 per cent changed major during the first three 

years of college (2, pp. 153-157). This was similar to the 

findings of Sisaon when he found that 1J per cent of the 



college students in his study wanted medicine at the end of 

on© year and only 9 p©r cent wanted It at the end of three 

yeara (9# pp« 61̂ 6-61̂ 8) • Ha alao found Z$ per cent of enter-

lng students wantad to study lav and medicine, but at the 

©ad of three years only 18 per oent of the group named one 

of them aa a major* He alao found that 10 per oent expreaaed 

an lntereat in teaohlng aa a vocation when they entered, but 

20 per oent named It as their major after three years of 

college, lo attempt was mad© in this atudy to estimate or 

aocount for any concomitant ohange of lntereat (9, pp* %6-

6i»S). 

Several atudiea relating to ohange of major by high -

school students are Hated by Williamson which would indioate 

that approximately f>0 to 80 per cent of high aohool students 

ohange their vocational objective at leaat once during high 

aohool (13, pp. I4.08-I4.09) • Douglas studied the vocational 

choice of 2,81414. high-school a tudents and found that 5I4..6 

per oent were planning for a different vocation than they 

had previously decided upon sometime in the past (1, p, 82}* 

These atudiea mentioned above have indicated that many 

atudenta change their vocational objective during the time 

they are preparing for their life's work. Although Strong 

indicated that the Interesta of men in the college-age group 

are quite stable, he recognised that some changes occur 



toeing the high-school and ooliege years (11, p* 366). In 

disoussirig permanence of A# B, and 0 ratinga* be states t 

Roughly there are chances In a hundred that the 
same rating will be obtained on reteat within five 
years, ?5 ohences that the a ana rating or on© Just above 
or below it will be received, Kid 90 chances that the 
aeoond rating will be within two atepa of the first 
rating (11, p» 366). 

In explanation of these ratinge he says t 

Roughly we »ay aay that 1+0 per oent of the actual 
changes are due to unreliability of the scales and 60 
per cent to lack of permanence of interests. 

Part of the change is caused by forcing responses 
into one of three categories, part is caused by in-
creasing maturity ooraoon to wen in general, and part 
is caused by true shifts in interest® becauae of in-
dividual experience. When these factors can be dis-
entangled, it is confidently expected that true changes 
in interest-teat scores because of lack of pemnanenc© 
will be found to be relatively alight (11, p, 366). 

In concluding his chapter on permanence of interests 

he statesi 

Vocational interests found among college students 
and to a lesser degree among Junior* and seniors in 
high school cannot be attributed to formal training 
or experience in those pursuits. Hence it appears 
that the interests characteristic of occupational 
groups ®:r© present to a large degree prior to entrance 
into the occupation and so are presumably a factor in 
the selection of the occupation (11, p, 366). 

-̂Strong defines these ratings as follows: "fhe rating 
A means that the individual has the interests of persons 
successfully engaged in that occupation; the rating C means 
that the person does not hsve such interests} and the rat-
ings B+, B, and B- nean that the person probably has those 
interests, but we cannot be sure of the fact as in the case 
of the A ratings 
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This would leave one with the implication that interests 

dictated occupational choice and that they were. not in turn 

influenced by experience common to the years in whloh the 

individual was in the process of training. Yet, it is known 

from the studies of Sisson, Williamson, and Fryer that while 

in school students change major and change interest, al-

though the ©muses of change of major and change of interest 

have not been well established. 

It would seem quite reasonable to assume that the 

changes in major that were made by students while they 

were in school were closely related to their experiences 

during those years of preparation. It also might be assumed 

that these experiences influence their interest in various 

types of work. As they learn more about the kind of work 

done by persons working in the field of their chosen major, 

they may decide against further study in that area. As 

they become acquainted with the fact that tedious and 

monotonous study is expected of thera, they may look for a 

vocation that offers less tedium scud more variety* When 

they become aware that even hard work and much sacrifice 

may not be enough to assure success* they may look for 

other fields where the rewards may appear to be more cer-

tain, if not as great as in the field of their original 

choice. Since there are a number of studies indicating 

that students in high school and in college change vocational 

objective, and since change of interest may be associated 



with suoh change, a stuc y of change of major and associated 

change of interest might illuminate thia relationahip. 

Although vocational and educational guidance is, to 

a oertain extent, available to most high-school and college 

students, many freshmen enter oollege without an adequate 

appraisal of their ability to oope mentally with the type 

of oollege work required for successful study of their chosen 

field, Neither are they aware of the relative difficulty of 

subjects in that oourae of study nor do they fcnow about the 

nature nor amount of other oouraea that are requirements for 

completing their study# In her study of elimination of women 

atudenta from liberal arts colleges, Pope found that with-

drawal of students ran ea high as 72«5 per cent of those 

who entered (8, p. 21), In another study Hanna found that 

of nearly 8,000 students who entered the 3$ junior colleges 

inoluded in his study, only 36 per oent finished in the 

regular two years (Ij., pp. 1-8), In a study of student fail-

ures at the University of Oklahoma, Vogt found that over 11 

per cent of students failed in two or more subjeots, 

and of the number failing approximately one half were fresh-

men and almost one quarter were sophomorea (12, pp. 8^7-

&)&)• In dieouasing unwise choice of courses and curricula 

Williamson state#: 

• » . it is alao probably safe to assume that most 
students do not fail courses which are consonant 
with their abilities and interests• For, by and 
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large, a high incidence of scholaatia failure indicates 
many large oholoea of courses (13, p# 251) • 

A study by Sparling indicated that Ij2 per cent of a class 

of ninety-two seniors at Long Island University had changed 

their vocational choioe after entrance into the university, 

and that 23 per cent of 860 students in the same univeraity 

changed major before the end of their fir at year in college 

(10* pp, 33-34)« There are a number of other factor® of 

a more personal nature that are given aa reasons why atudenta 

change major. Even though atudenta entering college have 

available to them aone information on what oollege will coat, 

they frequently have Inaocurate knowledge of what the total 

coat will be, Thia is particularly true if completing their 

program of study involves going to a profeaaional school. 

Even when expenses are carefully estimated, students fre-

quently overestimate their part-time earning ability or the 

ability of their parents to assist them# This results in 

the necessary curtailment of the planned period of training 

and the choice of a new major that is thought more likely 

to be within the acope of their financial a bllity. 

Attitude® of other students or of faculty members can 

cause students to feel that a given major is too easy to 

be worth while studying, that it would carry with it very 

little prestige# If students acquire thia feeling with 

regard to their ohosen major, they may tend to leave it 



In favor of one which gives the» more of the p r e s t i ge which 

they seek. 

A trend t h a t was discovered by Strong 1® the tendenoy 

toward the development of i n t e r e s t in being of service to 

people (11, p, 300). This seems to occur during the col lege 

years and might inf luence students to change to a major whidh 

would give them more opportunity for auoh se rv i ce . Sinoe 

parents f requent ly are very i n f l u e n t i a l in causing s tudents 

to choose a major , t h e i r inf luencing students to change major 

must a lso be considered as important . 

These s tudies have indicated tha t many students change 

major during t h e i r s tay in co l l ege . They a lso l i s t a vide 

range of f ac to r s as having possible r e l a t i o n to such change. 

However, they gave l i t t l e evidence to show what were the 

nor® q©s®soii causes of change of major although t h e nuntoers 

of s tudents involved would se«m to j u s t i f y the study of 

t h i s problem. 

Heed f o r this Study 

Most s tudies on the sub jec t i nd ica t e t h a t from IjX) t o 

70 per cent of col lege students change major a t l e a s t once 

during t h e i r period of study* This i s an i n e f f i c i e n t s i t u -

at ion because i t not only i s f r u s t r a t i n g and cos t ly to the 

student who has to change* but because i t i s a l so cost ly 

to the school . The student f requent ly has d i f f e r e n t 
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requirements to meet in the new course of study go that he 

must take wore than the usual number of ©ours# hours to 

graduate, this tends to increase his period of training 

and the rel*ted expense# 

If there are factors related to change of major and 

change of Interest that oould be detemained at time of 

entrance and if counselors could know what relationship 

exists between these various faotors and change of major 

they could "be more realistic in advising with college 

students regarding vocational choice. Study to determine 

faotors associated with change of major is needed in order 

that counselors may have more information with which to 

assist students in making either a choice of major or in 

choosing subjects until they are ready to declare a major* 

Statement of Problem 

The problem of this study is to discover what factors 

ar® associated with change of Major in college students. 

Questions that need to he answered ar® (1) 1® academic 

success or failure related to change of major? (2) Is 

mental ability associated with change of major? (3) Is 

change of interest related to change of major? (ij.) Are 

there reasons that are personal and peculiar to the in-

dividual that are associated with change of major? (5) 

Is inadequate occupational information related to change 
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of wssJoy? (6) Do social reasons such as a desire for a 

vocation with greater prestige, increasing interest in 

"being of service to people, or having to conform to the 

wishes of parents and relatives relate to change of major? 

The answers to questions one, two, and three were 

sought by means of quantitative methods because pertinent, 

objective information was available in such forma as mental 

ability test scores* grade averages, and interest test 

scores. The answers to questions four, five, and six were 

sought from more subjective sources such as responses to 

questions on questionnaires and responses in personal inter-

views# It was the function of this subjective information 

to delineate those personal reactions to requests for in-

formation pertaining to their own peouliar situations• 

Hypotheses 

1« Students who are unsuccessful in academic work 

required by their major show greater tendency to change 

major than students who are successful* 

2. Mental ability is related to change of major in 

that students who change major will show less mental 

ability as indicated by total raw scores on 3?he American 

Council on Education Psychological Examination than will 

students who do not change major. 
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3* Students who change ma jor will show greater tendency 

to change interest then will students who do not change major. 

Definition of ferns 

Subjects. —The subjects of this study were male and 

female students who had completed more than one year of 

college and who had registered for an academic load of twelve 

or more semester hours each semester for not more than six 

regular semesters. 

Original test.--The Ruder Preference Record, Vocational* 

Form B Is the original test end the retest for this study. 

Major.—A major refers to completion of a minimum of 

twenty-four semester hours of designated work in one subject 

«!»©«„ 

Change of major.—Change of major refers to a decision 

of a student to discontinue study of courses in on© depart* 

went as a specialization and take up study in a different 

department. It involves meeting the minimum requirements 

for graduation as designated for majors of the department 

in which he has decided to study* 

Success*—A student is considered to be successful if 

he is meeting the requirements for graduation from the 

University. This means he must be making an over-all 

average of 0 and must be making an average grade of B in 

the subjects of his major. 
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InterestsThe Interests referred to art the «oorei 

on any one of the nine scales of the Kuder Preference Record, 

Porm B that result from the tabulation of the expressions 

of preferences for certain activities, 

&uestlormalre on Persistence of Choi©® of Major in 

College.—Advanced students in three different colleges 

w«r® asked to list the reasons they changed major# Their 

statements were reworded and generalised slightly to make 

them acceptable without self-ef f aosnent but not #aom^i to 

alter their meaningful nature* Stated in a positive form, 

these were used to construct Form I of the Questionnaire on 

Persistence of Choice of Major in College# which was admin-

istered to those students who changed major. In Porm XX, 

which was administered to those people who had not ©hanged 

majory the ideas were each presented in such a manner as to 

be the direct opposite of the statement in Porm X of the 

questionnaire» 

Limitations 

The study was limited to students enrolled in full-time 

study at Texas Christian University* Full-time study re-

fers to being registered for twelve or more semester hours 

of work per semester* Th© subjects were those who had taken 

the Kuder Preference Record# Form B and the American Council 

on Education yaffcfaolonloal Examination for College Freshmen. 

19SU Edition at the time they enrolled In the University as 
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freshmen» These students were retested with the Kuder 

Preference Record, Fom B after they had completed two 

regular semesters of work and before they had completed 

six semesters of work, They were enrolled for these periods 

during the years from 1955 to I960. 

Procedures end Methodology 

Sources of Data 

Beta for this study war® obtained from five sources. 

The test scores of the Kuder Preference Record. P o m B and 

the total raw scores on the American Council on Education 

rsyoiiolor-ioal Bxamlnation* 195k College Freshman Edition 

were obtained from freshman orientation test records of the 

students who participated in the study* The latter were 

used as an indicator of mental ability* These tests had 

been administered at the tine the students had entered 

college as freshmen, The retest scores were obtained by 

readminia taring the Kuder Preference Record* Form B* 

The data on success in study were obtained by the 

examination of the individual records of the students aa 

maintained by the University. The reactions of the students 

to the Questionnaire on Persistence of Qholoe of Major in 

College were obtained by having the students mark them at 

the time they were retested. Individual interviews were 

also conducted with the students with a view of obtaining 
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more holiatio Information on factors associated with ©hang® 

of major and ohange of intereat. 

Procedures for Collecting Data 

These data were obtained In two different ways. Groupa 

of students who bad signified a willingness to cooperate in 

the study took the questionnaire on Persistence of Choloe 

of Major in College and were retested in groups with the 

Kuder Preference Record* Form B* Later these students were 

interviewed individually. This provided opportunities for 

reexamining the questionnaire as well as giving an oppor-

tunity to disouas factors relevant to the ohange or persist-

ence of their major* 

Individual students who visited the Guidance Center 

were retested with the interest test and filled out the 

questionnaire. They were also interviewed for the reasons 

stated above. These were students who either cam© to the 

Testing Bureau on their own initiative for counseling or 

were sent in by their academic counselors in connection 

with a change of taajor. 

Procedures for Treatment of Data 

The objective of this study was to discover what 

factors were associated with change of major by college 

students. Two general types of procedures were used to 

show what relationships existed. Where objeotlve data 
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were available, quantitative methods vara uaad to show group 

trends« Where simple teats of independence or association 

vara oalled for X2 was calculated aooording to Mo»emar»8 

formula (85) (7# p* 200}. Where teat soores were examined 

for aignifioant differences, McN©mar's formula (91a) for 

calculating difference between uneorrelated meant w m wad 

(7* p* 22k)• Where testa of aigRifioance of mean change 

acores were made, Fisher's t for related groupa was calculated* 

Where the aourcea of the data were the questionnaire 

and interview with students, they mm considered to he 

qualitative in nature rather than quantitative. However, 

the replies of the atudenta in each group to the questions 

on the questionnaire were converted to percentagea of the 

group answering each question in a positive manner* Informa-

tion obtained from interviews waa used to explain and il-

luminate the repliea of the group to questions concerning 

persistence of major. 

Grade-point average as figured by Texas Christian 

University was used to indicate success or lack of success; 

that is, A yields four honor points per aemester hour; 0 

yields three honor points per semester hour; 0 yields two 

honor points per semester hour; D yields one honor point 

per semester hour; and P receives no honor points# An over-

all average of 2.00 is required for graduation, and an 

average of 3.00 is required in the major field. 
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Students ver« considered to be unsuccessful If they 

failed to meet these standards. If they equalled or ex-

ceeded these requirements, they were considered to "be suc-

cessful. 

The ijueatlonnalre on Persistence of Choice of Met .lor vaa 

uaed to obtain information on what reaaons atudenta gave 

for changing or not ©hanging major. Since in each oase 

their "Mostly true" anavera indicated positive statements 

as to why they did what they did, the "Mostly true" answers 

were considered to be the answers relative to the purpose 

of the questionnaire, and the answers "Mostly false" and 

"Does not apply" were oonaldered together as negative* The 

count of answers in the "Mostly true" column was converted 

to proportions of each group for the purpose of expressing 

the replies of the group to that question« 

The data that were obtained by me ana of interviews 

were included in narrative form for the purpose of present-

ing a wore holistic view of the motivation of individuals 

with regard to the persistence of their choice of major 

or their reason fbr change. The subjects were selected with 

the purpose of obtaining reactions of students who had com-

pleted cm© or more years of college and had attempted some 

of the required courses in the area of their specialty. 
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The Study Group* 

The subjects for the study were taken from the student 

population of all the colleges of the university at which 

the study was conducted. The basic requirements for se-

lection of subjects were that they had to be either sopho-

mores or juniors who had entered the university as freshmen 

and had been enrolled for twelve or more semester hours each 

semester since that time* They were obtained by administer-

ing the interest retest «nd the questionnaire to sophomore 

and junior level classes and selecting fro® this group the 

individuals who met the requirements. Many who met the 

basic requirements were not used for the quantitative studies 

because they did not take the needed testa at time of entrance< 

For some of the phases of the study, students were se-

lected with a view of controlling, or holding constant* the 

effects of certain factors. Students majoring in engineer-

ing and physics who met the basic requirements and who had 

taken the interest teat and mental ability teat were added. 

This was done to control the Independent variable of subject 

matter. This also controlled original intareat in that their 

Interests had .greater tendency to be similar than the inter-

ests of students in general (6, PP» 6, 10, 14). 

Using these studacta as a homogeneous group, further 

studies ware made of the relationship of success to change 
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of major, the relationship of mental 0 bility to ohange of 

major and the relationship of ohange of amjor to ohange of 

Interests 
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GHAPT3SR II 

REIATED STUDIES 

The terra major, whicb refers to a student's area of 

specialization of study, has been associated almost ex-

clusively with colleges and universities. It lias come Into 

broad and frequent usage only recently slnoe the®© schools 

have lnoreased And diversified their offerings to students. 

This diversification has resulted in having the scholars 

of one university studying in widely divergent curricula 

involving differing subject matter. Persons writing about 

the situation Involving a change in the attitude of & student 

toward his major, whether it was a loss or gain In desire to 

follow further study or whether it was a decision to abandon 

it and study in another area, frequently spoke of this as a 

change of interest. As a result, when on® inspects the 

literature dealing with permanence of vocational choice of 

college students, h© Immediately encounters terminology that 

is Indefinite and difficult to interpret with confidence. 

In discussing the relationship of vocational interests 

and vocational ©hole#, Super says: 

In considering the relationship of vocational 
interests to vocational choices, both terms need to 
be defined! there has been considerable confusion In 

22 
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the literature beoauae of failure to make adequate 
distinctions. • . • An occupational oholoe nay be 
expressed, that Is, stated In response to a question. 
As numerous InTestlgators hare shown that the phras-
ing of the question has an Important bearing on the 
amount of realism In the response, one should differ-
entiate between expressed ©hole®, preference and 
fantasy. Or a oholoe may be manifested* that la, 
demonstrated by participation In an occupation or 
preparation for it (16, pp. 375-385)* 

The earlier writers used the term Interests In suoh a 

manner that they seemed to be speaking of vooatlonal oholoes. 

Later writers used Interests to mean expressions of pref-

erence for an activity or vooatlon, or they used the term, 

when they were referring to Interpreted, summed scores 

obtained from inventories of interest, and as late aa 1939 

Williamson spoke of vocational oholoe as choice of ourrioulum 

and not oholoe of major (19, p* 2^7)* 

In a later publication Super points out that there are 

"four major interpretations of the term Interest connected 

with as many different methods of obtaining data" (16, p. 

377). He refers to verbal expressions of an Interest In an 

occupation as an expressed Interest. He refers to partici-

pation in an activity as manifest Interest. Interests 

measured by objective tests are referred to as tested In-

terest while inventoried Interest is the pattern of scores 

obtained from counting and giving weight to reactions to a 

series of questions on an inventory. 

Obviously, Super* s term expressed Interests is prac-

tically synonymous with choice of a vooatlonal objective or 
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major# and his term manifest Interest is practically synony-

mown with participating in study for • vocation or doing the 

work characteristic of the vocation. Change of suoh inter-

ests would quite clearly represent change of vocation or 

change of vocational oholce. 

Dressel tried to clarify this situation somewhat when 

he wrotet 

The word interests is used with several different 
meaning®. The statements sbout stability apply largely 
to interests as measured toy some suoh inventory as the 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank* Interests referred 
to in speaking about oollege majors or in educational 
goals frequently refer to expressed or stated inter-
ests {5# pp* 95-102). 

In a number of publications the variety of meanings 

implied in the term change of interest can be understood 

only by oareful scrutiny of the context of the article 

under consideration, and frequently the reader is left un-

certain as to whether the reference applies to interests or 

vocational choice. 

Since there is some indsfiniteness as to what has been 

the meaning of the terms referring to vocational choice and 

interests# it was felt desirable at tho outset of this study 

to define interests in terras of stinted scores derived from 

interest inventories and to define major as a declared 

vocational choice or as entrance into planned training for 

a vocation* 
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Interest® toy such definition become rather definite and 

less abstract. ©*@y refer to a cores that lend thems elves 

to quantification and are no longer a verbally expressed 

liking for certain activities. Also when one cakes a choice 

of major and entera into planned training for a vocation it 

becomes 0 part of hia record. The person who activates a 

vocational choice not only la inveatlng it with an expression 

of interest, but he is alao making it a part of himself alnce 

he will be oredited with the degree of auoceaa or failure that 

he encounters in the pursuit of his program. 

A by-product of the diversification of college and uni-

versity curricula was vocational guidance, which evolved 

from the early attempt.® at matching people and vocations. 

As Individuals began to exercise more freedom of vocational 

choice, it became more and more apparent that individuals 

had interests and abilities suited to one vocation and not 

as well suited to another. Since Interest in vocational 

guidance has been somewhat gradual in development, it was 

thought wise to use the historical approach in discussing 

the literature, since this offers an opportunity for the 

logloal development of the subject* As a result, the articles 

bearing on the subject are reviewed according to the chrono-

logical order of their publication. 

It might be interesting to note at the beginning that 

for change of major no studies of a monumental nature such 
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as Strong1s study of Interest were found. Although vocational 

choice and change of vocational choice as represanted by 

change of major would seem to be a logical outgrowth of 

atudiea of interests, most research seeia to have slighted 

this phase of the subject to concentrate on stability of 

Interests, This has had a tendency to oreate the impression 

that onee vocational counseling was completed and the ooun~ 

selee had declared a choice of major which was In agreement 

with his interest test scores, ha could be sure that further 

vocational counseling would not be needed as far as he was 

concerned. However, as scientists continued to work: in this 

area, they fbund that other factors besides interest entered 

into the permanency of vocational choice and that persons 

did shift from one field of study to another. The concern 

with this type of change was responsible for the usually 

brief references to ehange of major that are reviewed here. 

Although he waa apeaking of the vocational choices of 

high-school students* Douglas published one of the earliest 

studies on the subject. He studied the vocational choice 

of 2,81̂ 4 high-school seniors and compared them to their 

previous statements. He found that per cent were 

planning for a different vocation than they had previously 

decided upon some time in the past (3* p. 82). He felt this 

indicated the need for more vocational counseling go that 

students might have a more reliable basis for vocational 

choice* 
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In his book Measurements of interests» Douglas Fryer 

pointed out th© changeable nttw# of vocational ©hole® when 

he said that mora than an expression of a ©hole® of a voca-

tion was needed before oounaelor8 or employers oould be 

aven fairly aure that vocational interests would be of a 

lasting nature. He oonaidered such factora as experience 

in the field or entrance into training for the Job to be 

more reliable indioatora of permanent vocational ohoiee 

than ware verbal expressions of interest. He felt that 

people frequently said they were interested In a vocation 

because parenta or teachers ©sheeted the© t© raak® some 

oholoe and since verbal expression did not involve more 

than minimal activity. 

In studying change of major in college students, he 

found that approximately 17 per cent of college atudenta 

changed major before their sophomore year and that approxi-

mately 71 per cent ohanged major during the first three 

years of college (7# pp. 153-157)• He did not indicate, 

however, why the students changed major. 

The need for information about choice of major was 

of considerable concern to Maverlok, who observed that 

many students were having to ©hang© major* He advocated: 

There should be set up in the University a 
oocjmlttee on vocational guidance and that one of 
Its duties would b© disseminating among students 
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tha information necessary to Bake an intelligent 
choice of a vocation and to arrange a courae of 
study preparatory to entering the vocation 
chosen (9* p# 17)• 

He felt that vocational information should fee made 

available on a conpulsory baaia to all students to help 

the® avoid unwise decisions» His article also ©ailed at-

tention to the fact that not all departments were aware of 

a need to counsel student! with regard to changing a major, 

even when success in that atudy seemed to be unlikely or 

impossible, The faculty felt they were forced to deny 

credit to students who did unaatiafactory work, but they 

thought the department had no right to advlae a student 

that Vie was unfitted* for example* to become a phyaioian. 

Another early atudy ascribed failure of freshmen and 

sophomores to poor choice of major end unwillingness to 

adjust to the reality of college* Vogt (17# pp» Qltf-Qlfi) 

felt that parents were too influential in the vocational 

decisions of students* which caused the studenta to lack 

interest and initiative. This left them unwilling or 

unable to work out the suitable solution® that they would 

have otherwise. 

In a atudy of the vocational choices of school children* 

Lehman and witty found that even at the early ages* children 

were already in the process of forming vocational decisions# 

They found that there was considerable change as they ap-

proached maturity. The study included school children 
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between the ages ©f eight and a half and eighteen and a 

half (8, pp. 253-265). 

Neiaoitin {10# pp. 59-69) found a high correlation be-

tween Interest in a subject liked laost and achievement in 

that subjeet, A five-point system was in effect at the 

sohool where he made hie study* and under this ayetem grades 

in the mos t-liked subject were 1.86 points higher than grades 

in all other subjects taken* In the most disliked course, 

they were 1,77 lover« This is one of the earliest articles 

pointing to the association between dislike for a course 

and inability to achieve success in the course* 

In an article dew ted to source® end permanence of 

interests of college men. Dyer discussed the relationship 

of time of vocational choice to permanence of that choice# 

He asked 101 oollege men when they had made their choice 

of a vocation. Of the thirty-two who said they made their 

decision before reaching high school, 90 per cent retained 

this choice five years after the tia® of questioning. Of 

the choices made during high school, 75 per cent were per-

manent, and of the choices mad© during college, 68 par cent 

were permanent (6, pp« 233-2lj.0). 

He also asked them to make a rank order choice of four 

other vocations and in his follow-up asked if they entered 

into or stayed in these choices• He found that eighty-two 

of the one hundred one really first entered upon their 
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indicated first choioe. $hr#e others entered into related 

fields, and ©is© eventually oaiae baak to his first choioe 

after trying number four. Eighty-six of one hundred one 

really gave their first choice a tryout while nine entered 

their second ohoioe and six began with a choice not mm 

mentioned earlier. All of this would imply that students 

have a strong tendency to find employment in the fields that 

they have prepared for and that nearly two of three voca-

tional ohoioes arrived at in college are final. Conversely, 

it would indicate that more than one of three students who 

chose a major after entering college did not achieve suc-

cess in choosing the correct one. It pointed up the need 

at this time for more adequate vocational counseling for 

college students and more occupational information. 

More information on the subject of change of major 

was contributed by Sparling* who studied the vocational 

choices of 931 students at Long Island University. He 

found that 70 per cent of the group planned to enter the 

country's three most overcrowded professions« The net 

result of this was that 65 per oent of college students 

changed Major during their college career. During the 

year of his study in which he tabulated the changes of 

major of freshmen* sophomores, and juniors only, he found 

that almost 23 per cent of the entire group changed major. 
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Thirty-four per oent of the freshmen* 19 per cent of the 

sophomores, and 39 per cent of the juniors changed major 

that year {%„ pp. 33-3^) • 

He felt this reflected the faot that m m j of these 

choices were made early and as a result could not have been 

made on realistic consideration of faot* He cited failure 

in courses requisite for the vocation as reason for change 

of major but presented no data to substantiate his con-

clusion in this regard* 

The findings of Sis son (13# pp. 61ji>-61i,8) were much like 

those of earlier writers who studied the effeot of unwise 

vocational ohoioe on change of major. He found that 16 

per cent of the undergraduate student body of Ohio Vesleyan 

wanted medicine while only 2 per oent completed undergraduate 

study in that field. Business was ohosen by only 11 per 

cent of entering students, but of the graduating group, 3I4, 

per cent completed degrees in that field. Education was 

the declared major of only 10 per cent of entering fresh-

men, but by the end of the third year, 20 per cent of the 

group were preparing for teaching. A total of 83 per cent 

of the entering group wanted a professional vocation, but 

only kl P®r oent completed professional study. An indeter-

minate matjfir of these changed from one professional major 

to another during training* 

Areas of study from which there was the highest degree 

of loss were medicine, chemistry, engineering, and law. 
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A m i of study which gained in enrollaent ware education and 

business. 

A study % Wren (20, pp. 217-219) in which to related 

intelligence and scholastic success to persistence of level 

of vocational choice showed that regardless of low aptitude 

for a vocation* students were reluctant to scale down their 

level of vocational aspiration* He made this study in con-

nection with the testing of 10* 000 freshmen who were enter-

ing Junior college* After administering the American council 

on Education Psychological Examination, he aeleoted two 

groups for comparison* One group was made up of those who 

wade soores placing them in the upper 5 per cent on the 

basis of the national norm group. Ihe second group was 

composed of an almost equal number of men who had aide 

soores that ranked them in the lower 15 per cent when com-

pared to tfee same norm group. 

A® fresh»en SI P©r ©eat of the lower group wanted to 

study for professional level vocations; 68 per cent of the 

higher group wanted suoh study. In spite of the fact that 

not one of them, nade a B average during their two years of 

college, 51 per cent of the low group still wanted the pro-

fessions at the end of two years, and 1*2 per cent of the 

individuals in the low group made exactly the same choice 

as they had aade previously* 
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la the high group 38 per cent changed major at least 

one© while 50 per cent of the low group changed major* Ho 

study was made to determine whet factors other than mental 

ability were associated with ohange of major nor were at-

tempts made to show which majors lost students or which 

ones gained in choices. 

Choice of curriculum, which was his term for choice of 

major, was given primary importance for the college student 

by Williamson (19). He felt it was the fundamental purpose 

of the counselor to help the student choose a major that 

was suited to his abilities as well as his interests so that 

the chances of failure or change of major would be reduced. 

Since moat students have little or no help available to assist 

them in changing from on® major to another, he felt it was 

important to counsel the student at the time he chose the 

original major rather than let him fall and take a chanoe 

on being able to otuung* wisely and in time* 

Required oourses were listed by Williamson as a par-

ticularly disturbing factor which affects stability of vo-

cational choice. Williamson said: 

These arbitrary courses imposed on students often 
lack provision for individual differences and give rise 
to negative conditioning which usually results in an 
elimination of interests and meager results ia aeadealo 
work, Lack of motivation, low scholastic achievement* 
dearth of academic interest, vocational indecision, 
or wrong choice are a few of the maladjustments which 
may be traced to rigid requirements that do not fit the 
needs of students. 
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Counselor# who word ignorant of institutional require-

ments as well ss laoking knowledge of the counselee* a 

abilities were blamed by Williamson for much vocational 

maladjustment and change of major. Family influence was 

alio olted as being unreasonable and often the eauae of 

student failure or change of curriculum# He also found that 

students frequently changed major to be able to take more 

courses under a teacber that they liked and frequently to 

avoid teacher# that they did not like (19). 

Drasgow found that ?8 per cant of the graduates had a 

major picked before they entered oollege and only 35 per 

cent reported changing their major while in college* He 

felt that aince he studied only graduates* this did not 

disagree with the findings of those who studied oollege 

students in general which, he said, indicated that the 

majority of college students changed majors at least once 

during their attendance at college. He also concluded 

that since his group of graduates had changed their major 

less often than the students in the groups of liberel arts 

students studied by other authors that students who graduate 

change their majors less often than students who do not. 

In his search for reasons for change of major* he found 

that of all the graduates who had changed their major 

per cont gave their reason to be interest# Some said they 

had lost interest in their old major, and others said they 
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had become interested in their new major* Prasgow felt 

that although interest was a very important factor in 

stability of vooational choice, it alone was not enough to 

account for the ohangea that took place* He put this into 

words when he said* 

Although the necessary data are not as yet avail-
able to test the following hypothesis, it is suspected 
that among a non-graduate control group, there is nore 
to the ©hanging of a major than could be aooounted for 
by mere interest (Ij., p. 3) • 

He found that fewer graduates than non-graduates changed 

major and attributed this to the fact that more of them had 

chosen their major previously to entering college and thus 

may have had more opportunity to be sure that their choice 

was suitable as well as to have a greater likelihood of hav* 

ing prepared for it better while in high school, 'ihis of 

course is not proof of his point since he did not make a study 

of those who chose major in high school to see what factors 

were associated with success and failure in college. Neither 

did he verify his conclusion, that lack of success was 

responsible for change of major, by producing any quantita-

tive evidence. 

In his book dealing with student counseling, Robinson 

stated that of the many students preparing for their ohosen 

vocations, only a few of those who wanted to enter a pro-

fession would do so. Although they find themselves unable 
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to achieve successful progress, they find It difficult to 

consider a rather obvious solution, which is ohoice of 

another vocation, Robinson says: 

Their primary reason for this difficulty is a 
desir© to protect their self-esteem., for they dis-
like admitting that they cannot make the grade• 
Furthermore, those whose optimum vocational level 
is probably below that of a profession react 
strongly if this fact is suggested to them (12). 

He felt that as students matured they were able to 

free themselves from auoh concern and be more realistic 

in their ehoioe of major but even then they should be made 

to feel that they might not always wish to stay with one 

vocation and that changes should be encouraged. 

Riley advocated much the same sort of attitude toward 

change of major as did Robinson, He felt that interest in 

& major was very Important so that if you lost interest in 

one major you might do better to change. 

He sayas 

The important point to recognise is that when 
you pick your major in college, or when you s elect 
your job out of school, you are not necessarily com-
mitting yourself to that field for the rest of your 
life. Also the training you get will not be wasted 
If you do not remain in that field (11). 

He suggested that the student should explore the field of 

his choice before completing college to find the area that 

would permit him to make the fullest use of his natural 

abilities. 
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Carter studied the development of vocational interest 

in young people and arrived at the theory that their ohoice 

of a vocation eame at the end of a aerie* of activities 

during whieh a person was getting acquainted with the voca-

tion and its requirements and associating them with his 

self-concept. If he was successful in his work* he identi-

fied with the group and gained prestige and satisfaction 

from it. If he was not successful, he had to start anew 

and form new identification and a new pattern of interests 

(2, pp. 18^-191). 

Carter felt that at the beginning interest patterns 

were a poor solution to the problem of adjustment. He said 

that attempts are made to make the solution work, but where 

it did not, a new voaation was chosen, and a new pattern 

was developed. If this ohoioe met with success, it per-

sisted; if it did not, he started over again* He did not 

show factual data to substantiate his theories, however. 

Strong (15) wade a follow-up study of young men who 

had been tested while in college eighteen years earlier. 

If© conoluded that their interests remained nzuoh as they 

were when first tested. More interesting here, however, 

were his conclusions with regard to the application of this 

to vocational stability. He felt that men who could enter 

training programs that are in keeping with their vocational 

interesta tend to complete training if their Interests are 
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appropriate and to drop out If they ara not. la this case, 

they would ©titer similar vocations, and if they ware not in 

lina with thair inventoried interests, they would tend to 

shift to others which ware. He did not believe that laok 

of success might influenoe interest scores j h© theorised 

that failure in oalculus might cause the student not to 

like oaloulus but would not affect his liking for arith-

metic, geometry, or algebra, Be admitted, however, that 

his group was intellectually superior, had superior high-

school records, and had scores well above the usually high 

scores required for admission* His most interesting con-

clusion was that people continued to like activities long 

after they had ceased to perform them «nd that on® ©hanged 

his liking for an activity only when he experienced un-

pleasantness with the activity (13). 

Burnhsm made a study in which he conducted a test* 

retest of students between their freshmen and senior years, 

using the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, He concluded: 

A student1® tendency to ©hang# his responses 
between the first and second testing was not a 
chance affair but probably an indication of a real 
change of interest* However, this change was ap-
parently little associated either with scholastic 
measures or with the type of educational program 
undertaken in college (1, pp. 332-335). 

He found no relationship between inventoried Interests and 

college grades. Ha related neither to change of major. 

Dressel reviewed the research on interests with a 

view of pointing out the implications of the findings of 
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Interest inventories. H# cited the work of Lepsits, who 

found that after a program was introduced in the vocational 

schools of Paterson, Hew Jersey, by means of which the 

students could explore various vocations, the nuober of 

changes in vocational choice ranged from 5 p w cent of the 

entering class to $0 or 60 per cent. fh® work experience 

of the exploratory program was held responsible for most of 

the change (£)• This would indicate that work: experience 

would to© a benefioial part of any vocational counseling 

situation and that if all counaelees had some degree of 

work experience, their vocational decisions might be more 

realistic and lasting. 

He criticised the work of Strong, who said that there 

was little ©hang® in interests of students, baaing his 

statements on coefficients of correlation ranging from 

,56 to *71 and said that suoh coefficients would still allow 

for much change of interest. 

He also concluded that decisions with regard to voca-

tions, being much less specific and more broad in scope 

than interests, would possibly ahange even though interest 

scores for the same individual might not* 

The likelihood that studies of stability of interests 

in college students were not realistic was also considered 

by |3r©sa#l. He s«w that the studies would be toiaaed toy 

involving only students who remained in school. 
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He says: 

Studies of the stability of interests in oollege 
students seen to have been biased by involving only 
students who remained in school. Students who have 
not arrived at definite ohoiees or who might have 
had a definite change in interest are quite likely 
to become disoouraged and drop from college, We toow 
of no detailed studies of this particular point, but 
experienoe in follow-up of dropouts at Michigan State 
Oollege indicates that this is a factor in son* 

ease# (5)• 

Dressel felt that in order to give vocational counseling 

greater certainty, counselors had been prone to overemphasise 

the stability of interest patterns of eighteen year olds. 

Such stability as did exist was considered by hi® to be a 

group ptitmomenon, and emphasis on it tends to ignore the 

marked changes evident in individual oases* 

The effect of the experience of college is given oareful 

and merited consideration here as an influence toward 

broadening the experience of college students as well as 

loosening the restrictions placed upon students by parents. 

Dressel feels that it should be expected that as students 

are exposed to the various sources of stimulation that 

characterises the college atmosphere, their interests and 

some of their vocational choices will change. 

The results of reviewing the literature on the subject 

of change of major point up the need for additional research 

in this area. It has been established that in spite of the 

commonly accepted statements to the effect that vocational 
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Interests do cot ohange appreciably after the age of eighteen, 

Biany college students change major, and a predominate reason 

that they give is ©hang® of interest. Also, nany students 

drop out of school beoause of lack of success or other factors 

so they are usually lost in studies of this type. It is pos-

sible that these lost sources of data could strongly influence 

studies that would have to be considered biased without then. 

The constantly increasing soope of our knowledge and 

the requisite need for specialization if any student is to 

be maximally competent in one area »mm, on one hand, t© 

be dictating that students must start early to specialize 

if they are to be completely trained, and on the other to be 

saying that they should have more general education before 

they start their specialty* Rot only is this true beoause 

they need a broad acquaintance with our cultural heritage 

but also beoause they need an acquaintance with the world 

of work so that they will be acre certain of the field in 

which they wish to specialise. 

The confusion between interests as represented by 

summed scores on an interest inventory and expressed inter-

ests such as e declaration of a major have left smdk of the 

weaning of reseeroh in the area of uncertainty. The persons 

who follow Strong tend toward emphasis of test soores and 

feel that expressed Interests sueh as ohoice of major are 
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unrealistic and unreliable, but the importance of expressed 

interests sen not be ignored In scientific researoh. 

There Is considerable evidence in the literature oited 

here which shows that, in spite of the allegation* that 

vocational Interests are stsbl© end lasting, students change 

interest and change major. Some writers indicated that lack 

of success was an important factor; others felt that change 

of interest was an important cause while others indicated 

that low mental ability was a factor, but no study presented 

evidence showing clearly what factors were associated with 

ohange of major. 

ka long i« 50 to 60 per cent of college students change 

major at least once while they are in college and as long 

as so little. knowledge. exists.- about why they change major, 

further reaearoh in this area would appear to be well 

justified. 
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CHAPTER 1X1 

QHAHTITATIVE TREATMENT OF DATA 

The Relationship of 3uocess to Change ©f Major 

The purpose @f this study was to determine what feetora 

are associated with ohange of major in oollege students. 

The first suoh factor to be considered was laok of academio 

suooess• The null hypothesis to toe tested was: There la 

no difference between sueeessful and unsuccessful students 

with regard to their tendency to change major. Students 

are considered successful if they met the requirements of 

€ average in over-all grades and B average in their major 

subject. Students who were unsuccessful and withdrew or 

were suspended from school or who otherwise dropped out 

were not included in the study. The group was composed of 

equal numbers of sophomore and Junior students and was com-

posed of both sexes. The average age of the women students 

was 20.32 years, and the average of the men students was 

20.1)4; less than a year's difference existed between the 

groups. The median age of each of the sex groups was 19. 

Sixty-two per cent of the men and $Z per cent of the women 

in the study indloated they had work experience related to 

their field of study. The data for subjects involved in 

this study are shown in Table 1. 

k$ 
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By calculating x to teat the hypotheaia of no relatlon-

ahip between successful and unsuccessful studenta with regard 

to their tendency to change major, » x of 26 waa obtained 

whioh, for one degree of freedom, was significant beyond the 

,01 level of algnlflcanoe. (See Table XX*) The hypotheaia 

of no relationehip was not aocepted and the oonolualon was 

that success was related to change of major, 

TABLE II 

CHI SQUARE TEST OF LACK OP ACADEMIC SUCCESS AND CHANGE 
OP MAJORS 

Changed Did Hot 
Group Major Change Major Total 

Succeaaful a. 37 b. 75 112 
(55) (575 

Mot success-
ful o* 61 d. 26 8? 

143 > i W 
8? 

Total 98 101 199 

» 26*1|.5j d.f * 1; P Ilea beyond .001. 

A seoond teat of the same association was devlaed where 

only men were studied and where the atudents wey© all froa 

the field of engineering and phyaloa• This investigation 

waa divided into two phases| the firat was baaed on the 

first year of study, and a second waa baaed on the aeoond 

year of atudy, The firat group oonslated of 107 atudenta 



w t o h a d completed o n © y e a r a n d were registered f o r the third 

semester o f s t u d y * O f t h i s g r o u p * 5 2 were successful n o d 

55 were n o t successful. Of t h e sucoessful group, 11 changed 

m a j o r when they registered for the third semester, and l\l 

d i d not ohange. Of the 55 who were not suooessful, 32 

c h a n g e d major while 23 did not. The result of calculating 

x2 f o r this g r o u p i s p r e s e n t e d in Table III, C h a n g e o f 

TABLE III 

CHI SQUARE TEST OP LACK OF ACADEMIC SUCCiSS AJfB CHANGE 
OF MAJOR FOR JsMGINEERING AND PHXSICS STODKNTS# 

Group 
0 h a n g e d 
Major 

Did l o t 
Change Major Total 

Successful a # 11 
(21) 

b, kl 
C 3 U 

52 

H o t s u c c e s s -
f u l c . 3 2 

(22) 
d. 23 

( 3 3 ) 
55 

T o t a l h3 #1$, 107 

*a£ ** 15*57# d,f «» 1} P lies beyond ,001, 

m a j o r was assooiated with lack of a c a d e m i c suocesa since xZ 

was 15.57. P lies beyond the .001 level of significance. 

T h e s a w g r o u p o f m e n l e s s t h e students w h o d i d n o t 

return for the third and fourth semesters were the subjeots 

i n the second phase of this study. Again the null hypothesis 
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was? Lack of academic success anil change of major are not 

associated In ooliege students* As shown In Table IV, the 

group was composed of 70 juniors who had completed, four 

TABLE J? 

OHI SQUARE TEST OP LACK OF ACADEMIC SUCCESS AND CHANGE 
OP MAJOR FOE ADVANCED ENGINEERING AND PHXSICS MAJORS* 

Changed Did Not 
Group Major Change Major Total 

Successful a, 7 b. 29 36 
(18) (19) 

36 

lot success* c» 28 d» 6 % 
ful (17) (17) 

% 

Total 35 35 70 

« 27«68j d.f. ** lj P Ilea beyond .001, 

semesters of work In engineering and physics and were 

registered for their fifth semester. The successful group 

amounted to 36 students, and the unsuccessful group to 3I4.. 

Only 7 of the successful group had changed major while 29 

bad not changed major. Twenty-eight of the students in 

the non-successful group changed major, while only six did 

not change major. 

2 

When x was calculated to teat the independence of 

these two variables, it was found that x 2 was 27.68. The 
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degree of freedom was 1, and P lie® beyond the .01 level of 

significance# The hypothesis of no relationship was not 

aocepted and the conclusion was that leak of academic suc-

cess was associated with change of major In this study* 

2 

The data and results of calculating x for this phase of 

the study ere shown in Table IV. 

The Relationship Between Mental Ability 
and Change of Major 

A second purpose of this study was to test the hy-

pothesis that students who change major have lower mental 

ability as indicated by total raw scores on the American 

Council on Education Psychological Examination* 19$^ College 

Edition, than students who did not change major. The sub-

jects of this study were 232 students composed of both men 

and women in the second and third year of college who were 

selected at random from the student body and who represented 

most of the major areas of study. These students had been 

tested at the time of their entrance as freshmen. The means 

and standard deviations for both groups were o&lculated as 

were the standard error of the difference between the means 

and t. The results of the calculations are shown In Table 

V# which shows that t was insignificant since the means are 

almost ldentioal. Since no difference was found between 

the two groups, it tas assumed that in such a heterogeneous 
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TABLE V 

REUTX0H3BX? OP MENTAL ABILITY AID GHAHGH5 OF MAJOR 
IN COLLEGE STtfBOTS* 

Group Number Mean Difference 

Changed major 114 92.18 22 , 04 2,0? 

Did not change 118 92.51 21,04 1.94 

*t » .14; P liea at ,8 level, 

group mental ability was not a hewn to be related to change 

of major, 

A second study was conducted In auoh m way aa to oon-

trol the Influence of aubject matter. To control this 

variable more closely* a second sample waa used whioh was 

coapoaed of atudenta who were majoring in physics and 

engineering. All atudenta in these majors are required to 

take oouraes in higher mathematice and the phyaioal aoienoea 

auoh aa phyaica and ohemiatry couraea, whioh are thought to 

require a rather oonatant amount of mental ability for auc-

oeaa. The result of cfilculating the standard error of the 

difference between the means of the two groupa ia presented 

in Table VI, It waa found that t waa significant beyond 

the ,001 level of significance. The null hypothesis waa 

rejected. Mental ability waa related to change of major. 
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TABLE VI 

MENTAL ABILITY AND GHAHGE OF MAJOR II COLLEGE STUDENTS 
OF PHYSICS AID 1IOI1EEUI0# 

Group lumber Mean «r* Difference 

Changed major I}JB 97M 16 5.1*3 

Did not change 1+0 120.65 16.30 6.81 

#jb m 6,65? P !i©s beyond #001 level. 

Those students who changed ma jor had lower mental @ bilifcy 

soores than did those who did not change major when the 

factor of subject matter was held relativelyeonstant. 

The Relationship of Change of Major 

to Chang® of Interest 

To test the hypothesis that students who change major 

show greater tendency to ohange interest than students who 

do not ohange major, the Ruder Preference Record Form BB 

was readministered to sophomore and junior level students 

who had taken it previously as entering freshmen. The 

differences between their test-retest scores were obtained* 

For each of the groups the mean ©hang® on each of the nine 

Kuder scales was determined and these were compared to 

establish the level of significance of their difference. 

The results of these comparisons for a heterogeneous group 

of 303 students is shown in Table VII. The 157 students who 



TABLE VII 

CHANGE OF INTEREST FOB 3TUDEHTS OF HETEROGENOUS MAJORS 
WHO DID AND DID NOT CHANGE MAJOR 

Scales 
Did Change 1 - Uj.6 Did lot Change 

Scales 
Uj.6 

S ® 157 

Mo t ¥ M© t P 

Mechanical -1,6369* 1,2987 .10 - .1̂ 267 .10 

Computational -2.3767 2,1i$ ,02 .1783 ,02!j4 .10 

Scientific -1^.3972 3.2332 ,01 1.2866 l.I|295 ,10 

Persuasive l|.#$890 2.7981 #01 2,2356 1.9272 .10 

Artistic 1.0821 .77 •10 .0I&5 .00l|. ,10 

Literary 1,1*109 1,21 .10 -1,1910 1.32 •10 

Musio .8767 1,2176 .10 -1.7452 2.566 .02 

Social Service 9,5890 6.392 .001 5.9U26 24..61̂ 26 .001 

Clerical .3767 .32 1 .10 -2,5605 2.586 .01 

•Changes that represent a loss of interest are 
preceded by a minus sign. 

did not change major showed a gain in aoolal aervioe inter-

est that wea significant at the ,001 level* They showed a 

loss in clerical Interest that was aignifieant at the .01 

level and a loss in musical interest that was significant 

at the ,02 level« 

Th® 146 students who changed major showed a gain in 

aoolal service interest that was significant at the .001 



level• They also showed e gain In parswasive interest and 

a loss in scientific interest that vers eaoh aignifioant 

at the #01 level• They showed a loss in scientific interest 

that waa significant at the .02 level. The conclusion was 

that students who changed major produced more changes of 

intereat than students who did not change major, 

Bven though thia study showed, by the greater number of 

aignifioant ohangea , that atudenta who ohanged major showed 

greater tendency to change interest than students who did 

not change major, the feet that this was a large heterogeneous 

group might have oauaed all exoept the most general trends 

to oanoel each other. As a result an identical procedure 

was used to study the change of interest aaaooiated with 

change of major in a more homogeneous group of students. 

The subjects for thia study were 72 male atudenta majoring 

ill phyaioa and engineering* They were considered to be 

homogeneous because they all were required to pass the 

same basic subjects in mathematics and science* The results 

of thia study are presented in Table VIII. The 3I4. students 

from the group that did not change major showed no signifi-

cant change of Interest on any of the scales. The 38 who 

changed major showed loss of interest in meohaniaal, com-

putational, and scientific scales» The loss in mechanical 

wsa beyond the *02 level, while the losses in the computa-

tional and scientific scales were beyond the .001 level. 



TABLE VIII 

CHANGS OF IHTERE3T FOR STUDEHTS OP HOMOGENEOUS MAJORS 
WHO M B AKD DID NOT OHAH0E MAJOR 

Scales Did Change H « 38 
Did Mot Change 

H •» 3 k -Scales 

m % wtm- ¥ Mo t P 

Meohanloal Si6053 2 . 6 7 .02 1 .2058 .5021+ .10 

Computational - 1 0 . 2 6 3 1 6,71 . 0 0 1 1 . 9 7 0 5 1 . 5 1 .10 

Scientific - 1 6 . 1 5 7 9 8.OI4. , 001 1.1+118 . 7 1 6 6 .10 

P e r s u a s i v e 13.681*2 U-07 , 001 -2.0 §82 #8628 . 1 0 

A r t i s t i c 2 . 0 5 2 6 . 9 3 3 . 1 0 - a . 1 7 6 ^ . 5 7 1 1 . 1 0 

Literary 3 . 3 1 5 7 1.3U21* . 1 0 1 . 9 1 1 7 1 . 0 2 . 1 0 

Muaic I . 2 3 6 8 1 . 1 7 .10 - . i t l f l l . 2595 .10 

Social S e r v i c e 9.868I4. U..01). • 001 2.2%7 . 7329 . 1 0 

Clerical 3 . 0 7 8 9 1 . 1 7 . 1 0 -3.%70 1 . 7 k . 1 0 

•^Changes that represent a loas of interest are 
preceded by & minus aign. 

The concluaion was that In a homogeneous group of college 

students thoee who changed major showed a greater tendency 

to change interest when compared to thoae who did not change 

major. 
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Summary and Dlsouaslon 

The results of the studies of the relationship of suc-

cess to ©hang© of major indicated that students who were 

not successful shewed a stronger tendency to change major 

than students who ware successful. Where the group was 

heterogeneous in its make-up, 60 per cent of the students 

who were unsuccessful changed major. 

Where haaioganaoua groups ware formed by taking only 

students whose majors required them to pasa difficult sub-

jecta such as mathematics and physics, only 58 per cent of 

tibia unsuccessful students changed major by the time they 

registered for their third semester. When they had com-

pleted two years, 02 per cent of those who ware unstAC@©®s«* 

ful had changed major. 

Some of these students stated that their counselors 

had auggested they should change major. Fifteen per cent 

of the students from the heterogeneous group that ©hanged 

major indicated thay had been advised by their counselor 

to change# 

In the study of the relationship of mental ability to 

change of major no difference was found between the students 

who changed major and those who did not change major for a 

heterogeneous group of students* Where a homogeneous group* 

composed of students of engineering and physios majors, 

waa studied the difference in mental ability of tha two 

groupa waa aignlfloant at beyond the .001 level. Those 
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atudenta who changed major had lower mental a b i l i t y scores 

than t h e students who d i d n o t change major. 

Where the relationship of change of m a j o r t o change of 

Interest was atudled two g roups were uaed« Xn the hetero-

geneous group those who changed major showed more tendency 

to change I n t e r e s t than those who did not change major. In 

the homogeneous groupf made up of engineering and physios 

»iajors f those s tudents who did not change major showed no 

significant change of Inventoried Interest, those who 

changed major changed significantly on f i v e scale®. They 

produced lower acores on the Mechan i ca l , Computational, and 

Scientific scales and higher acorea on Persuasive and Social 

Semrice s ca l e s , They l o s t i n t e r e s t in types of work r e l a t e d 

to their first major and gained interest in helping people 

and influencing people. 
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A STUDY OP iwwmm® WITH SfTOfflfS 

WHO WERE CHANGING MAJOR 

The earlier portions of this study were concerned with 

those factors related to change of major which might be 

common to all students. It was Intended that they would 

reveal Information related to ohange of major by atudenta 

generally. 

The purposes of this portion of the study were two-

fold* First, It was Intended to give more holistic In-

formation about the individual^ own conception of the 

situation pertaining to hl« change of major* This might or 

might not be at varlanoe with the f aota. 

Seconds it was intended to illuminate in detail the 

situation surrounding individuals at the time they were 

©hanging major to determine if some students have in addi-

tion personal and peculiar reasons for change of major. 

These faots would be of suoh nature that they might yield 

pertinent, detailed information that would explain and 

poaslbly verify the findings of the quantitative studies; 

yet they would have their source in the particular 

58 
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constellation of circumstances surrounding the Individual 

who experienced them. 

fhe proeedure was to oonduot Interviews with individuals 

during which they would dlsouss their change of major and 

the reason or reasons for doing so. The subjects were told 

the purpose of the recordings and, although there was no 

intention of using names or personal references* their per-

mission was obtained to use the material. Only those por-

tions of the material were used that had direct relationship 

to the purpose of the study. 

In an interview with a sophomore girl, she explained 

the reasons for her change of major in the following manner: 

I came to college with my mind already made up to 
major in journalism. It had been the type of work I 
had learned to enjoy in high school) however, my data 
schedule did not include any journalism course® the 
first year, and I lost all contact with that department 
and met no people in the same field as I had in high 
school. 

My new friends and classmates became more important 
to me than that distant high school goal, 1 am changing 
my major to be with my new friends and to fit my new 
interests and goals• 

In fifteen months there had been a rather remarkable 

change in her interest test score. At the time of entrance 

her high interest areas expressed in percentiles were 

Mechanics 86, Scientific 71, Literary 91, and Musical 98. 

Fifteen months later Mechanical had changed to 9U» Computa-

tional had changed from 60 to 7k> Scientific changed from 
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71 to 9i|.f Literary had changed from 91 to 20, Music changed 

from 88 to 30, and ahe had lost interest also In Social 

Service and Clerical* interest areas in which her scores 

were already low. 

She was a very successful student in mathematics and 

solan©© and changed major to secondary ©daoation with plans 

to major in either mathematics or science for a teaching 

subject. Her score on the American Council on Education 

Fsyohologloal Examination for oollega freshmen indicated 

she had a billty for college work exceeded by only one fourth 

of college students• 

In this case friendship and acceptance on the part of 

science students was an important reason for change of 

major and possibly ©hang© of interest| however, It seemed 

reasonable also to assume that success in science and mathe-

matics might have had the effect of increasing her interest 

in that area. ?here can be no doubt that her interest scores 

had ohanged remarkably, 

A young man who had entered college to study engineering 

but was ©hanging to business adninlstratlon explained the 

reaaons for his change in the following manner: 

I started in engineering because I was Interested 
in mathematics. Share had been a lot of stress on it 
In high school, and since I had always been good at 
It* 1 decided to follow my teacher*s suggestion and try 
engineering. I really dl&i11 have any careful counsel-
ing but was following my teacher who had majored in 
engineering. I took engineering drawing in high school 
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and did well; I thought there were good jobs available 
In that field so I just decided to go that way. 

When asked why he was changing# h© replied,. 

I oan*t help but see engineering as one laboratory 
after another* end they are all boring to me. I wean't 
having a hard time In any area, wasn11 down—yes, X made 
a C In ehemistry--but mainly I Just didn't like being 
a test-tube watcher* I turned to business because I 
wanted to be somebody and work with people, 1 guess it 
might b© a hangover from those d&ya when I played my 
trumpet and got people's attention and approval* I 
wanted to move downtown and be somebody, and business 
seemed to offer me the best chanoe to do it* X want 
to dress up and be somebody that people look up to. 

He baoked up his s tatements with ohoioes on fhe question-

naire on Persistence of Choice of Major sueh as, "I found I 

had developed new interests in different kinds of work sine® 

I started college. 1 found the class work involved was 

dull and uninteresting, I wanted a vocation that would give 

me more prestige* I didn't have the aptitudes for that major, 

and X thought I could make better grades in courses pertain-* 

lng to my new major*" These last two might be related to 

the fact that although he was not failing, he was not as 

successful in mathematics and science as he felt he should 

be mid that lack of success might have been more important 

as a factor in his decision to change major than he was 

willing to admit* 

Changes in his interest test scores had already taken 

place* His percentile rank in Scientific changed from 1{1 to 

2m Bis Persuasive score, from $% changed to 65# and Clerical 

©hanged from 78 to 97* Computational, which had been 68, 

had changed to I4.0. Artistic ©hanged only slightly from 
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96 to 91» Musiaal from 86 to 78# and Social Service from 

10 to 30* H© seemed to b® showing a trend away from 

science, mathematics, sad rauaie and a trend toward people, 

selling, and clerical work. 

I n *h® <*•«* of this young man, the predominant factor 

would appear to be interest; not so much ohange of interest 

but actually changing from a major which he chose without 

having a real interest in the subjeot matter Involved. The 

influence of his teacher was also an important factor in 

causing him to choose engineering although he was not inter-

ested in that kind of work. He chose a major more in keeping 

with his interests. 

One young man with ability in the lowest one fourth of 

college students as indicated by the American Council on 

Education Fiyaholo^ical Examination for college freshmen 

and who also had a grade»polnt average of 1.10 changed 

major from chemistry to physical education. On The question-

mire o« of Choice of Major, he indicated that he 

had developed new interests in different kinds of work since 

he started collage, that mathematics was somewhat of a 

barrier to him, that he was looking for s job that would give 

him more prestige then chemistry, and that he felt he could 

make better grades in his new major than in his previous one. 

In his interview he was very brief in his statement about his 
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reason for ©banging major. When he was ask»d if he would 

care to say why he changed major, he replied: 

Xes, after one year I knew I was in the wrong 
field* i didn* t like mathematics or science, and 
chemis try required a lot of both, of them, 1 have 
always liked ohlldren and I like coachingj so I 
ohanged to physical education, and I think 1*11 
like it much better, 

I don't know how I got started in chemistry, 
anyhow; I guess I had just heard a lot about it, 
and when Dad suggested it, too, I went along, but 
no morel I*ve had all of that 1 want* I*d rather 
work with people# 

He changed to physical education, which was appropriate 

for his interests at that tin®. His interest score In 

Scientific at the time of entrance was I4.; it ©hanged to 17, 

His score in Computational changed from jj>9 to 16, His 

Social Service score ©hanged from 25 to ?0, 

His decision in choosing a major would appear to have 

been an Impulsive one affected by his father and not in 

keeping with his interests or abilities# When he changed 

major after not being successful in his first choice, he 

accepted counseling and chose a major in which he had in-

terests as well as sufficient ability. 

A very capable sophomore girl, whose total score on 

the American Council of Education Psychological Examination 

for college freshmen had e percentile rank of 98, changed 

from chemistry to English because,she said: 
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1 would have had to take aake-up non-credit 
courses in mathematics In order to go on In chemistry. 
That and the long laboratories four afternoons a 
week was mora than I oared fbr. 

There war® other reasons, too# My freshman 
English taaohar was very interesting and aroused 
ray Interest In that subject* while a not too stimulat-
ing chemistry teacher stifled my interest in that 
subject; so the upshot of it all was I'm going to 
major in English, and so far 1 like it very much. 

Other then a ©hang® in percentile rank from 53 to 94 

in literary, there were few remarkable changes in her inter-

eat scores. Persuasive changed from 82 to 1*2, and Scientific 

changed from 27 to 17. The other scales remained practically 

unchanged and low except Musical, whloh remained high and 

unchanged* Computational interest changed from 25 to IV# 

On the questionnaire she indicated that mathematics was 

somewhat of a barrier to her and that she thought that she 

could make better grades in her new major* It was most 

interesting to note that her Interview followed her answers 

on the questionnaire very closely, and she aearned very frank 

in both of them. 

Another very capable sophomore boy, who was changing 

from engineering to business, started the interview by 

saying: 

1 feel somewhat confused right now# I was always 
going to be an engineer, and I did well enough last 
year, but now I don*t seem to be getting the grades 
somehow* It wasn't that I felt I wanted to do engineer-
ing particularly but it waa something I felt I could do, 
I always made good grades in mathematics in high school, 
but now I mm just getting by, and I find I don1t like 
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ma thematic a and. am not working at 11, f feel I would 
do better going into business, I think I want to take 
that combination oourse of business with a major In 
Imuran©© and, at the same time be able to go Into 
law if I want to and eventually get a degree In both# 
Then I would be prepared either way. 

The changes in his interest teat scores for the fifteen-

month period were rather great. Mechanics changed from 90 

to 601 Computational from ?!+. to 16; Scientific from 99 to 

57 J Persuasive from 36 to 85; Artistic from 7k to 37; Social 

Service from 5 to 66; and Clerical from 51 to 20, There 

was a remarkable loss in all areas pertaining to engineering 

and heavy gain® in Persuasive and Social Service. 

When it was pointed out to him that business included 

both clerical and computational work and that he did not 

seem to show much interest In either, he replied: 

I am planning to go into the field of business 
where I will work with people end do work more like 
talking and selling than accounting and stuff like 
that, I think 1 have had all the work with figures 
that I want for a while. 

The expected low grade in mathematics seemed to be en 

important factor in his decision to leave engineering and 

seek another major. Even though he was not sure of what 

he really wanted, he was very certain of that which he wished 

to avoid. His feeling that he was not doing at all well in 

mathematics was a primary reason for change of major and 

interest, 
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Failure to be able to achieve a high enough speed In 

shorthand was given by a Junior girl as her reason for 1«ey-

ing the major of secretarial science. Her approach to the 

problem was very direct end honest, She brought up the 

subjeot of ohange of Major with the statements 

1 have to ohange raa jor, and 1 wonder if my testa 
indicate that elementary education would be a good 
major for ate* 

The counselor replied, "You have to ohange your major 

and you would like to know if elementary education was a 

good second ohoioe';" 

She saidi Yes, I simply could not raake the speed 
in shorthand; s© 1 have to choose a new major* 1 have 
been working in the education office, X think I would 
like elementary education because I like children and 
I like teaching. 

She had been in college five semesters, and her inter-

est in Computational had changed from 8$ to 87# and her 

interest in Clerical had changed from 99 to 98# Persuasive 

had ©hanged from 9f> to 82, and Social Service had changed 

from 30 to 8l« The only important change in her interests 

was in Social Service. 

Her answer to the questionnaire followed the interview 

very closely. Indicating that although ah© was still inter-

ested in secretarial science ah# could not complete the 

major, so as a second choice, she was going to take up 

elementary teaching which was an are® In which she had 

developed a new interest since she had been in college. Since 
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ahe had already taken several courses in education, she 

knew much of the nature of teaching. Education seemed to 

please her nearly as well as secretarial science, but she 

obviously was wildly disturbed by being forced to change 

major on account of failure, 

A young man in his third year of college was discussing 

his problems in connection with his change of major. He 

was a rather self-sufficient young man who had done much 

to earn what he needed in the way of expenses in college, 

yet had received substantial assistance from person® in 

his church at home who felt he would benefit from a college 

education. In his own words he gave a rather clear picture 

of what he went through; 

I am majoring now in education with a teaching 
subject in biology and maybe in chemistry. 

When X started to school I really didn't know 
what I wanted to do but I felt it would be good 
to get a college education if I could* X had been 
active in ray church and in school. Friends at home 
offered to help me with gifts of ©ash for tuition and 
expenses, and my minister helped me by requesting end 
getting me a Religious Service Scholarship* That pays 
about half my tuition each semester# fhea© were of 
great help to we but made me feel obligated to choose 
a major in religion and to not change it. 

All this time I worked all the time I could and 
saved all I could, but I couldn* t help feeling that 
X was in the wrong major. I was never sure that I 
wanted to be a minister, and when I took my first 
course in biology I found I was very much Interested 
in it. Then I took my second course and knew that X 
wanted to study biology and maybe teach it some time. 
Still I didn't feel right about going on with e scholar-
ship intended for those preparing for the ministry 
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when I wanted to do something else; so I did two things 
at the same time, I talked over my desire to change 
to teaching with my friends in the church* They aaid 
they understood end would still help m© all they e ould. 
I also made application to the university scholarship 
committee for an academic scholarship to replaee my 
religious service scholarship and was successful In 
getting it. 

Mow if I can only complete a degree in education 
with majors in biology and chemistry, I should be able 
to do what I really want to do. 

His interest test scores reflected his developed inter-

est in biology and chemistry and the required mathematics. 

Mechanical changed in percentile rank from 15 to 35, Com-

putational frca lj.5 to 83, Scientific from $6 to 96, Per-

suasive from 51 to 15, Artistic from 69 to 06, Literary from 

59 to 37, Musical from 83 to 66, Social Service from 73 to 

96, and Clerical from Sh to 29« 

His answers on the questionnaire also reflected this 

change* He indicated he had developed new Interest In 

different kinds of work sine© he entered college. He had 

found his previous class work dull and uninteresting; he 

said that his original choice of major was not entirely his 

in the first place* He also indicated that he felt it would 

take too long (four w e years) to complete his old major, 

and the new major offered him more security* He further 

said he did not like the type of life led by people in that 

vocation and that he did not feel comfortable doing what 

was required in that job. 
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Everything considered, he seemed to have developed a 

very definite interest In to© general fields of science 

and working with, people and seemed to be able to give a 

very logical account of how the change had oome about, 

A more brief, but nonetheless clear, explanation 

of why he changed major was given by a rather mature man 

who was working as he went to school, le had started to 

major in advertising in business and had completed two 

years of that work. Late in hi® third year he changed to 

Journalism. lone of his interest area# ©hanged signifi-

cantly during hia three years in college. His explanation 

was: 

My tin® for study la very limited# I have to do 
the beat 1 ©an with the time I can devote to school, 
I would have to take accounting to complete my degree 
in advertising, and it would have been such a drain 
on my time that my courses In my major would have 
suffered or els# I would have failed accounting. I 
didn't feel the oourae waa that important to me; ao 
I changed major to ralaa the course# 

Another factor in this was that I didn't know 
the exact course content of some of these classes. 
If I had known more about the courses when I first 
enrolled, I probably would hove picked journalism 
as my major in the first place. 

His answers on the questionnaire were as direct as 

his explanation of his change. The only reasons he checked 

for changing major were "Mathematics waa somewhat of a 

barrier to me" and nI thought I could make better grades 

in courses pertaining to my new major." 
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He seemed to show a laok of occupational Information 

regarding the voo«tlons related to business# His situation 

was also complicated by the fact that he had to earn a living 

for himself end his family# In his osse his interest® did 

not change? he simply chenged major to avoid certain subtests, 

yet chose © major suitable to his interests. 

One student who changed from a major in chemistry to 

seoondery eduoation with the teaching subject of history 

mad© the following statement: 

I changed my major at the end of my third semester 
from chemistry and biology to history and eduoation 
because my interests were beginning to change after a 
year in biology where 1 got D*s and chemistry* which 
I failed# Also, I figured I had rather be a parent 
than anything else, and education would be a good 
thing to fall back on. 

In her answers on the questionnaire, she gave as her 

reasons for changing major, unwillingness to make the 

sacrifices needed to complete the major, lack of aptitudes 

for the major, mathematics was ® barrier to her, she felt 

she could make better grades in her new major, job security 

in later years, admiration for teachers in the area of her 

new major, and dislike for teachers in the first major area# 

Her interest scores changed from a percentile rank of 

92 to i{5 in Mechanics, from 82 to 70 in Science, from ljl 

to 55 in Persuasive, from 76 to 66 in Artistic, from 26 to 

60 in Literary, and from 15 to 71 in Social Service# The 

other areas were low and showed no change# 
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The loss of interest in Science and the gain in inter-

eat in Literary might be directly traceable to her experi-

ence since she has been in college* Failure in Science was 

associated with loss of interest in science# Her record 

indicated unsatisfactory progress but a G average in English 

and one C and one B in history. She took for her new major 

the area of her greatest success* 

On© young married woman gave as her reason for changing 

major a rather complicated aeriea of circumstances* Her 

previous major had been apeeoh-dranm-radio, a major ah© 

had liked very touch. However, at the end of the school 

year her husband wea to be transferred to another city. 

The only college that would afford her an opportunity to 

complete a degree did not have a major in the area of her 

previous major, As a result ah® changed her major to 

seoondary education with a teaching subject in English, 

She said she still preferred speech-drams-radio but felt she 

had to change major to avoid possible loss of credit because 

specialized courses might not count as credit toward gradu-

ation. 

She was making satisfactory grades, and there were no 

appreciable changes in her Interest test scores. This one 

reason seemed to b© her only on® for change of major. 

In discussing his reasons for change of major, a young 

man who had been planning to enter dental school and was 

changing to business administrstion, said! 
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Sin©® the death, of ay father last year, leaving 
Fort Worth to go to dental school is impossible, I 
changed to business because I already have a part-
time job with a good company, and I think 1 would be 
wise to keep it and plan ray education so that it would 
help me to advance in the concern. 

However, inspection of his record left the impression 

feat hi® progress in his studies had been only fair, and 

he showed considerable loss of interest in Science with a 

gain in Persuasive*. It seemed that lack of success was 

also a contributing factor in this change, 

A student who had changed from a major In geology to 

psychology gave the following as his explanations 

When I came to the University, X thought geology 
was the answer to my vocational problem, but when I 
got tore and Joined a fraternity# I learned that 1 
liked t© work with people? now I want to be a psy-
chologist, I thoroughly enjoy helping people and feel 
that I am completely satisfied with my choice* 

He explained that he had been elected captain of his 

pledge group and had taken a very active part in leading them 

and helping them develop# After initiation he was made offi-

cial pledge trainer for his fraternity and was very success-

ful with his work. One of their projects, of which be was 

very proud, was helping some children from an orphans1 home. 

He felt this also increased his desire to help people# 

His interest profile was very Interesting in that the 

percentile rank of his Social Service score changed from 

01 to 9U-. He lost Interest in Mechanical, Computational, 

Scientific, Music and Literary but gained in Persuasive, 

Clerical, and Social Service. Although he had taken 
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mathematics in high school, he avoided It during his fresh-

man year In college, H® indicated above-average ability 

and had mad® grade® that were better than a C average, The 

conclusion seems to be unavoidable that his Interests domi-

nated his reasons for change of major and that his interests 

were considerably influenced by his experience in college. 

Stannary 

Interviews were conducted with individual students for 

two purposes• The first was to obtain more holistic in-

formation regarding the individual's own conception of the 

situation pertaining to his change of major. The second 

was to determine if some students had personal and peculiar 

reasons for ©hang® of major. 

Personal interviews had the effect of verifying the 

reasons for change of major indicated by the quantitative 

studies, 

Some students stated they changed major because of 

some factor they considered important and unavoidable. 

This reason was frequently the only obvious one for change# 

This type of situation occurred very infrequently and the 

reason given was usually quite unique in nature. 

Some students gave reasons for ©hang® of major that 

seemed very sound and obvious but when their records were 

examined lack of success also was found as a probable cause. 
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Laok of occupational Information and unfamillarity with 

academic requirements were given as reasons for ©hung® of 

major. 

Several students itated they had changed major In 

order to be able to «tudy In an area more In keeping with 

their original interest. They ©hanged major to bo able to 

study subject matter compatible with their previously es-

tablished Interests, In effect this amounted to discovering 

how to follow interests already present* 



CHAPTER V 

STUDENT REACTIONS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

OK PERSISTENCE OF CHOICE OF MAJOR 

The purpose of the questionnaires was to gain informa-

tion on why students did or did not ohange major# This was 

accomplished by giving students an opportunity to respond 

to twenty-five questions relative to change of major. The 

content of these questions was obtained from statementa 

of s tudents from three different colleges who had been 

asked to list their reasons for having changed major* 

Copies of the two forms of the questionnaire will be found 

in the Appendix* 

For 8tudents who did not change major a response in-

dicated that as far as the idea embodied In that statement 

was concerned, they had experienced no change in attitude, 

and it was not a reason for them to leave their major. 

For students who had ©hanged major a response indicated 

that a change had taken place in their attitude toward the 

idea or that it was a reason for them to change major. 

The responses made to the questionnaires by each group 

of students are suimjiarized in Table IX* This table shows 

the total number of students in each group who filled out 
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TABLE m 

SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

Group That Positive Responses to Questionnaire Statements 

Did Change 
Statement 

M « 198 
1 2 3. _ k- 5 6 8 9 10 

Total 
responses 137 m 7 3 U3 55 31 m 9 57 

% men re-
sponding 48 2? 5 2 23 37 21). 2k 8 30 

$ women re-
sponding 6? 20 1 1 20 11 7 2k 1 27 

% total re-
sponding 69 2k 3 1 22 28 16 2k 5 29 

Group That Positive Responses to Questionnaire 3 fcateri lenfcs 

Bid Mot 
Statement 

Change 

N « 199 
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Total 
responses 182 176 Ui6 131 169 78 152 157 59 179 

% men re-
sponding 90 87 67 65 87 39 78 71 21 91 

% women re-
sponding 90 80 67 83 lj.0 7k 87 38 88 

% total re-
sponding 93 88 Ik 66 85 39 76 79 29 90 
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TABLE IX—Continued 

toy College Students 

Statement 

11 12 *3 lk 16 17 18 ,19 20 21 22 23 2if 25 

68 36 19 kx 90 29 7k 31 65 26 36 30 57 8k 97 

31 18 10 16 k3 24 3k 15 37 12 16 16 27 38 52 

2k 19 9 31 50 16 lilt 
* T T 

13 31 16 21 13 31 50 kit T T " F 

3k 18 10 20 45 
! 

15 3? 16 32 
, 

13 18 IS 29 k& U9 

by College Students 

Statement 

11 12 13 34 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 ^3 2k 25 

193 176 109 1% 174 177 185 173 134 182: 55 Bk 127 155 168 

95 87 50 33 82 86 91 89 79 91 28 k7 6k 81 81 

99 90 60 81 9k 93 95 85 65 93 27 36 % 7k 88 

97 88 55 82 87 88 93 87 67 93 28 kz 6k 78 6k 



the questionnaire i M th© number who responded positively to 

each question. It also shows th© percentage of th© group 

that number reprsamted. These results will be discussed 

question by question with a view of obtaining as much informa-

tion as possible from both group and individual reactions to 

the questions. Additional material was introduced from fee 

remarks added to th® questionnaire by the respondents. 

fhe first statement was presented to the group that 

had not ©hanged major in the form, "I find that I am inter-

ested in th© same kinds of work as when I started college." 

It was presented to the group who had changed Major in the 

form, WI found I had developed new interest in different 

kinds of work sine© I started college." Ninety-three per 

oent of th® group that did not change major responded in 

such a manner as to lndioate that their Interests had not 

changed, and 69 per oent of the group that changed major 

indicated they had developed new interests in different kinds 

of work since they had started college, fhls was the most 

frequent reason given for change of major. 

There was almost no difference in the way the two 

sexes responded to this question. Since 31 per cent of 

the group that changed major indicated their interests had 

not changed* an inspection of the individual responses and 

the records of the students was mad® to determine whether 

or not this wan a result of carelessness or misunderstanding 
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or whether there really had not been a change In Interest. 

The answer seemed to be readily evident In most oases. 

Either thej had ©hanged to a similar major where interest 

areas were similar so no change in interest was sailed for, 

or they had ©hanged to another major that was in some ways 

dissimilar but was nevertheless suitable to their interests, 

Shis might be Illustrated by the ©as# of the young man who 

started out to be a geologist but ohanged in his junior 

year to teacher, secondary education, with a view of teach-

ing science in high aohool. In his case a high social ser-

vice Interest was present in his interest pattern at the time 

of entranoe. A few student® who felt forced to change major 

did so without an Immediate change In interest being evident. 

In general, moat of the students seemed to respond to this 

statement with relevant and meaningful frankness. 

fhe second statement was presented to the group that 

did not ohange major in the form of "The olaaa work in my 

major la pleasant and interesting.8 Eighty-eight per cent 

of the group agreed that It was* It was presented to the 

group that changed major in the form of "I found that clasa 

work involved waa dull and uninteresting•" Twenty-four 

per cent of thia group agreed that It was. Although there 

aeema to be an obvious relationship between the way the 

members of the group that did not ohange major responded 

to the first two statements, the manner in which the group 
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that changed major responded to these two statements in-

dicates that either the a tatementa do not have exactly 

opposite meanings or that another process la in operation 

iri the second group except their reaction to the olaaa work. 

If the tern "interests* doea not ap^ly to the actual olaaa* 

room study of the subject, it may have a more general mean-

ing and may refer to whether or not that major represents 

a aultahle vocation for the respondent rather than being 

intrinsiceuLXy Interesting. 

Sine® poor reading ability la frequently listed as a 

faotor in suooeas In college, the statement, "I can oom-

fortably accomplish the required reeding,11 waa presented to 

the group that did not change major, and the atatement, "It 

required more reading then 1 oared to do," was preaanted 

to the proup that had ohanged major, Eighty-eight per cent 

of the group that did not ehange major indicated that read-

ing was not a problam for them. Only 3 per cent of the 

group that changed major aald their previous major required 

more reading than they cared to do* From this we might con-

clude that either the question failed to get the dealred 

reeponae or that reading la not recognised as a faotor 

frequently associated with change of major in college 

atudenta• 

The influence of the presence or abaence of membera of 

the opposite aex m peralstenoe of choice of major waa pre-

sented to the group that did not ohange major in the form 
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of "Absence of members of the opposite aex did not detract 

from the attractiveness of this major." Sixty-six per cent 

of the group agreed that it did not* It was presented to 

th© group that changed major in the forn of "There war© too 

few ®ati3©rs of the opposite sax studying this major," Only 

1 per cent of th® group that changed major liated this as 

a reason for change# Evidently in a coeducational college 

this is not a factor associated with change of major* From 

the responses of students who cB.d not dbtang© major# it may, 

however, be a prominent factor in the satisfaction which they 

derive from the major* There was no difference in th© way in 

whioh the sexes responded to this statement. 

The statement, BI am willing to make th© sacrifice needed 

to complete this major," was responded to positively by 85 

per cent of the group that did not change major, It waa pre-

sented to the group that changed major in th© form of wf© 

complete the major would require more sacrifice than I was 

willing to make." Twenty-two per cent Of this group responded 

positively* Reactions to this statement were intended to 

reflect whether or not financial problems, extended years of 

study at another school, or similar factors caused the stu-

dent to feel that the sacrifice called for was too great to 

continue the study* In about 10 per cent of the oases, these 

fsctors were associated with this response! however, it 

seemed that in the majority of cases it was aasooiated with 
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lack of desire to work hard at course materiel a© difficult 

that good grades seemed to be nearly Impossible; so in many 

cases the sacrifice was one of feelingf not ©f material or 

financial nature. 

An Illustration of this might b© found In the oaae ©f 

the girl who ©hanged from medical techniolan to religious 

education. She had Indicated that her intareata had changed 

and that she had found the class work dull and unlntereating. 

She also indicated that aha thought ahe eould make better 

grades In rellgioua education. In a note on the question-

naire, ahe indicated that she was not getting muoh out of 

her former major because the terms were difficult to under-

stand tine© they were of a very technical nature. She also 

said that she had spent some time working with children and 

enjoyed Mi© experience and as a result had decided to ©hang© 

major in order that she would be prepared to work with 

children. 

Her total scores on the American Counoll of Education 

Psychological Examination ranked her at the thirtieth per-

centile j since other research has indicated that above aver-

age scores are required for success in that tmjor in the 

school she was attending. It seems logical to oonclude that 

she felt the sacrifice she was not willing to wake was a 

personal one and of an affective nature, not a material one. 

Another girl, who said that to complete her previous 

major would require more sacrifice than she was willing to 
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roake, also said ma thematic a was it barrier to her and thai; 

she did not have til© aptitude for the major* She also said 

ahe thought she oould make better grades In courses pertain-

ing to her new major. In part of her interview ahe said: 

I changed major from the field of biology and 
aoienoe to history and education because mj Intereat 
was beginning to wander after a year in ohemistry, 
which I failed, and a year in a major in which I 
acquired only grades of D, I also felt that education 
would be a good major to fall baok on after I was 
married and a parent. 

Again, her sacrifice seems to be on® of unrewarded effort 

and fear of failing# There was no mention of material or 

temporal sacrifice. 

Two young men who ohanged from the study of preliminary 

medicine to secondary education each indicated they had ex-

perienced « change of Interest, that mathematics was a 

barrier, that ©hanging schools to complete the study was a 

reason, and that they could make better grades in their new 

major. It seems safe to assume that the sacrifice which 

they had in mind might have been a material and financial 

one as well as a personal on®. 

Many of th# students who had not changed major evaded 

answering the question, "Mathematics la not a barrier to 

me," Although only 39 per oeat of the group stated it was 

not a barrier to them, a number of these indicated in per-

sonal interviews that it was not a barrier because they 

chose a major where it was not required. Students who 
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ch®nged major were asked to respond to the statement, "Mathe-

matics is somewhat of a barrier to me," Twenty-eight per 

cent replied that It was* Frequently students who were 

getting along quite well in other areas were unable to do 

the mathematics involved. From Inspection of individual 

records, eelcuius seemed to be the course that eliminated 

most of those that survived the first full year of study 

in the sciences, although sane with poor background and 

poor ability were eliminated by the earliest courses in 

college algebra. It seems safe to venture that mathematics 

influences not only the choice of major in college but also 

is very frequently influential in causing students to ©hang© 

major. 

Since a number of students had indicated that a rather 

indefinite factor similar to prestige or social acceptance 

was a reason for their decision to change major, a statement 

was included in an attempt to sample their feelings in this 

regard. It was presented to the group that did not change 

major in the form of 8I like the prestige associated with 

wy major," Seventy-six per cent of the group responded 

positively, flier# was little difference between the ways 

in which the two sexes from this group responded. 

It was presented to the group that changed major in 

the form of rtI wanted, a vocation that would give TO® more 

prestigeSixteen per cent listed this as a reason for 
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change. An interesting aspect of this problem seemed to 

toe related to the maturity of the student! younger students 

tended to look at the prestige value fellow students placed 

on the major, tout older students seemed to look at it from 

the long-range, after-graduation point.of view. 

The eighth statement, which was presented to the group 

that did not change major as "1 want to do work where I ©an 

help people" was presented to the group who ©hanged major 

in the form of "It (my old major) did not offer sufficient 

opportunity to help people," Seventy-nine per cent of the 

group that did not change major indicated they wanted to 

help people. Twenty-four per cent of the group who ©hanged 

major listed it as a reason for change. 

One young man listed reasons for change from engineer-

ing to education in order.. First on his H a t wes "Desire 

to help young people get started off right without wasting 

several y e a r s S e c o n d he listed ^Apparent native ability 

in this field"| third, "More satisfying job"; and fourth, 

"Interest In education." He did not mark the questionnaire 

to indicate that his interest had changed. Social service 

interest was high and remained unchanged on his retest. 

Mechanical and computational interests remained high and 

unchanged? there was a slight decrease in interest In 

science and an increase in literary interest, tout there wes 

in general very little change in two and one-half years. 
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On© girl added a not© to her questionnaire to the effect* 

I wanted to be prepared to teach as I'd rather 
work with people than with a typewriter. 

Students seemed t© approach the problem of helping people 

from several angles j usually they sought to accomplish it 

by changing from a field where there was an emphasis on an 

art or science or a skill such as mathematics» to a field 

in which there was greater opportunity for an Interpersonal 

reaction such as education* business, or religious education* 

The problem of foreign language being a barrier was 

presented to the group that did not change taajor in the 

form of "I ©an handle the required foreign language." It 

was presented to the group that changed major In the form 

of "I found the required foreign language too difficult." 

Since such a large number of the group that did not change 

major avoided a yes or no answer by checking the "Does 

lot Apply" column, it did not serve as a completely useful 

question to apply to this group, Twenty-nine per cent of 

the group indicated that foreign language was no problem 

to them, but the meaning must be considered doubtful. Five 

per cent of the group that changed major indioated that 

foreign language was too difficult Iter them and listed It 

as a reason for change of major. This five per cent was 

made up of eight males and one female, which would indicate 

that learning a foreign language probably is a real factor 
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for some people and more of a problem for men than for 

women • 

Since aptitude Is • term that has a somewhat ambiguous 

meaning to most people, jet is generally interpreted as 

being at least closely related to ability, a stimulus state-

ment which would reflect the student's idea of the suitability 

of his aptitude was felt to be a desirable Indicator of his 

concept of the. suitability of hia ability to do the work of 

hia major, fhls assumption was also indicated in the state-

ments of students as a reason for their change of major# fhe 

idea was presented to the students who did not change major 

in the form of "My aptitudes seem suited to this major," 

It was presented to the group that changed major in the form 

of "I didn't have the aptitudes for that major." Ninety 

per cent of the group that did not change major indicated 

they thought their aptitudes were suited to their major. 

Twenty-nine per cent of the group that changed major said 

they felt they did not have the aptitudes for Idle major 

they left. While this is obviously an admission on the 

part of a large portion of the group that changed major 

that they did not have the ability to do well in the major, 

it will be noted in the discussion of their reactions to 

statement number twenty-five that a considerably larger 

number were more willing to say they could make better 

grades in their new major than would indicate they were 

not able to be successful in their previous wmjor. 
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In counseling It Is frequently mentioned that It Is 

not wholly wise for parents and others to choose a major 

for the student, that it would be more suitable for his 

choice to develop out of his experiences and as a result 

of hia tentatively approtohing various vocations to see 

if course work, subject matter, or active participation in 

the vocation were suited to his needs, interests, and 

abilities, Many counselors have been suspicious of choices 

forced on students by parents or others. As a result, 

when this statement appeared in the list of reasons given 

by students for change of major, it was included in the 

questionnaire and was presented to the students who did 

not change major in the form of WI chose this majori no 

one chose it for ra©." Ninety-seven per cent of that group 

agreed that they had chosen their major for themselves, 

It was presented to the group that changed major in 

the form of, "The ohoice of my original major was not 

entirely mine in the first place*" Thirty-four per cent 

of that group indicated that someone else had at least 

helped them choose their original major* Several students 

indicated spontaneously by emphasis of double checks in 

this space that they felt someone else had exerted undue 

influence on their choice. In evaluating the responses of 

these two groups to this question, it seems that the dif-

ference between the responses of the two groups is too great 
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to be re alia tie* It Is hard to believe that on© group Is 

almost unanimous In that they alone chose their major while 

one third of another, probably less successful, group main-

tain that they did not have sole responsibility for the 

ohoioe of their major in the first place* It would be 

Interesting to know if this ia not a rationalization by 

which they migfrt have sought to place the blame for their 

apparent failure on someone els© while the group that did 

not change major were a® anxious to take the credit for a 

job well done or actually felt their choice was really their 

own. 

In the case of the student whose plan of life i® altered 

by unforeseen events* attending college more than the tra-

ditional four years might be more than he felt he could 

afford in time« Thia idea was presented to the group that 

did not change major as, ttI felt I had sufficient time to 

complete the study." It was presented to the group that 

changed major as# "I felt it would take too long to complete 

the study,n Eighty-eight per cent of the group that did 

not change major said that they had sufficient time to 

complete their major. 

Eighteen per cent of the group that changed major 

listed length of time to complete the study as a reason 

for change. In most eases for both sen and women they 

were changing from a major requiring advanced professional 
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training to one requiring only four years, A few changed 

from a difficult major requiring four years to graduate to 

one thought to be less difficult. This might indicate that 

they had anticipated scholastic difficulty if they had not 

changed or that they would toe forced to take a reduced load 

in order to allow sufficient time for study, which would in 

turn make it neceaaary that they spend more than the usual 

eight semesters in college. 

An illustrative response could toe taken from the report 

of one student, who said: 

I discovered that an architecture oourse could 
not be completed in less than five years, and I couldn't 
afford to spend that Much time in college. 

He also indicated that to complete the course would require 

more sacrifice than he was willing to make and that his 

interests had changed since he started college* He changed 

to a major in business. 

Students who had become established at a school fre-

quently indicated that they disliked the prospect of chang-

ing schools to complete their major. This idea was embodied 

in the statement presented to those who did not change major 

in the form of "It would not bother me to have to change 

school in order to complete my study." Only fifty-five per 

cent of the group said that it would not* It was presented 

to the group that changed major in the form of "Because to 

complete my study, I would have had to change schools." 
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Only 10 per cent of this group gave it as a reason for 

change. This would indicate that many studenta find it 

difficult to continue the pursuit of majors that require 

them to leave the school where they started their education. 

It would seem to b© another indicator of the value of a 

more general course for at least the first year so that the 

student would have a longer period of time to consider all 

the factors associated with the choice of his major. 

The effect of the attractiveness of teachers was pre-

sented to the group that did not change major in the form 

of "Interesting teachers in other areas have not changed 

my interest in ray major." Eighty-two per cent indicated 

this was true. It was presented to the group that changed 

major in the form of "I admired a teacher in the area to 

which I changed." Twenty per cent of the group indicated 

they had been influenced in this way. Students mentioned 

this several times as the speeifie reason for their change 

of major. One student said, 

The only reason I changed major was because I 
liked th® way a teacher in that area taught. 

Another student said, 

A very excellent freshman English teacher 
aroused ay interest in that subject as a major, 
whereas a not too stimulating chemistry teacher 
stifled my interest in that subject. 

This particular student also oheoked twelve other 

factors as further reasons for change of major. They 
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Involved either the Interesting nature of the major or 

ability to succeed In the course, primarily. Her test 

score® indicated a change in the direction of greater in-

terest in literary work and lower scores in computational 

and scientific interest. Students' answers indicate that 

they are influenced to change major by their liking for 

specific teaohers. 

Many students, particularly girls, seemed to want a 

Job they could always go back to for Job security in later 

years* This Idea waa presented to the group that did not 

change major in the form of "My major offers me job security 

if I need it in future years," Eighty-seven per cent of 

that group indicated they felt that was true of their major. 

It was presented to the group that had changed major in the 

form of "The new major offers wore job seourlty if I should 

need It in later years," Forty-five per cent seemed to 

feel they had improved their changes for job security in 

later years by ©hanging major. 

fhere was a distinct difference in the way in which 

the two sexes responded to this idea* Only 1̂3 per cent 

of the men who changed major listed It as a factor while 

50 per oent of the women in the same group did so* Similarly, 

per cent of the women in the group that did not change 

major listed it as a reason for not ©hanging major while 

only 82 per cent of the men did so. Several of the young 
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women indicated that they ware about to get married and 

wanted the teaching certificate in ease of an emergency 

need* But several of the young men explained their state-

ments in terns of feeling that they believed there would he 

greater future demand for workers in the field of their new 

major rather than in their former major. 

Sine® several student® had expressed dislike for in-

structors in ifae field of their former major as a reason 

for change of major* this idea waa presented to the group 

that did not change major in the form of "I liked the in-

structors in my field of study." Eighty-eight per cent of 

the group indicated they did* It was presented to the group 

that changed major in the form of "l did not like some of 

the Instructors in my former field of study." Fifteen per 

cent gave this as a reason for change of major. Several 

students translated this into a dislike for the method® of 

the instructor while others said they were uninterestingj 

few students made a written expression of their reason for 

dislike. 

The statement, ,!I feel comfortable doing and contem-

plating what is required in this major," was given a favor-

able reply by 93 per cent of the group that did not change 

major* It was presented to the group that had changed major 

in the form of "I didn't feel comfortable doing or contem-

plating what was required in the Job«n Thirty-seven per cent 
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listed this as a reason for ©hanging major. Sine© both 

groups were mad© up of students with on© and one-foa If to 

three years of study, it aeeas likely that they were already 

fairly well acquainted with the type of work they were pre-

paring to do, The most common type of expressed response 

that accompanied this question had to do with the monotony 

of it or the lack of opportunities for interaction with 

people. One young wan left the science area because, as 

he said* 

I don't want to spend ay life as a test-tube 
watcher. 

Another said, 

1 don't car© for detailed work, and there seems 
to ha a lot of detailed work required in business. 

One man leaving the field of engineering said also, 

Although I was good in mathematics in high school, 
I am having trouble with it in ray sophomore year of 
college. I don*t want a major where I will have to 
work with figures because 1 am tired of seeing them. 

One student who waa studying pre-medical courses changed 

to a major in science because, of late, when he accompanied 

his father, who was a doctor, into the operating room he 

would become ill and uncomfortable• 

This statement seemed to tap rather well the students* 

personal reactions to the work represented by their majors, 

or at least their conception of it, It haa not, in all 

oasesj clearly separated the various reason® why they no 

longer like the work of a previous major because such a 
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reaction does not explain why one pep®or likes what another 

dislikes, but it indicates that a* a result of becoming 

acquainted with the work of a vocation, changes take place 

in students* attitudes toward that work# 

Since students frequently stated that they did not 

like the type of life required of persons in various voca-

tions# this idea was incorporated in the questionnaire. It 

W88 presented to the group that did not change major in the 

form of "The life of people in thia vocation appeals to me." 

Eighty-seven per cent of the group agreed that it did* It 

was presented to the group that changed major in the form of 

"I don* t like the type of life led by people in that voca-

tion." Sixteen per cent of the group gave this as a reason 

for change of major. Although this i® a fairly high per-

centage, it is, however, only slightly larger than the 13 

per cent of the other group that answered in a similar 

manner. In other words, there seemed to be nearly as many 

in the group that did not change major who disliked the life 

led by people in the vocation represented by that major as 

there were in the group that changed major. Either this is 

not as irritating a factor with them or for some reason 

they do not feel free to change major. 

In order that further opportunity may be available to 

explore their reaction to their chosen vocation the group 

that had not changed major was presented with the statement, 
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"The work In this vocation seems to be free from the drudgery 

of other jobs,* Only 6? P«x» cent of the group felt that It 

was. The same Idea was presented to the group that changed 

major as, WI found that some activities In that vocation 

were plain drudgery." Thirty-two per cent of the group 

that changed major thought that was true of their former 

major and listed It as a reason for change, About the same 

percentage in each group felt that there were element® of 

drudgery about the vocation. 

Since there was some tendency to complain of teachers, 

the Idea was presented to the group that did not change 

major as, "Teachers in this department are competent and 

well qualified." Ninety-three per cent agreed they were. 

It was presented to the group that changed majors as, 

"Teachers in my former department seemed to have little to 

offer*" Thirteen per cent agreed that was true. Ho student 

elaborated on this except one who stated that he wished to 

change major because the teachers in that departuent did 

not teach In a way to Interest him. He had been getting 

his poorest grades in the courses of his own major. 

The influence of close relatlves was also mentioned 

frequently. This idea was presented to the group that 

did not change major as, "Some of my close relatives enjoy 

working in the area of my chosen vocation," Only twenty-

eight per sent of that group said this was true. It was 

presented to the group that changed major as, "I have close 
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relatives who enjoy working In the area of my new vocation," 

Eighteen per dent of this group Indicated this was true and 

that It was related to their change of major. Both groups 

seemed to Indicate that the presence of close relatives work-

ing In a vooatlon made that vocation more attractive to them, 

but the Issue Is not dear because of other possibilities* 

In an attempt to determine the effeet that advice of 

the counselor has on change of major or persistence of major, 

the Idea was presented to the group that changed major In 

the form of "My counselor advised me to continue study in 

this major." Only l$2 per cent of the group Indicated this 

was true for them. It was felt this was a poor stimulus 

statement In that it might Indicate lack of contact with 

the counselor rather than his approval or disapproval of 

the major. It was presented to the group that changed 

major In a more meaningful way, *®My counselor advised me 

to change major." Only 15 per cent Indicated this was true. 

This would indicate that most decisions of this nature are 

made without the advice of the counselor. 

In a few oases, however, it was the single factor in 

ohange of major. Where young men were expecting to do 

graduate work in preparation for the ministry, their 

counselor's advice frequently was to change major at the 

end of their sophomore year from religion to either psy-

chology, philosophy, or English so they would have a more 
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general education at! the time they reached the period of 

concentrated study. 

A few students mad© another type of major change on 

the advice of their counselors. Prospective secondary 

education teachers were frequently told to change major 

to the area of their teaching subject since it was felt this 

gave them a stronger program and a more meaningful degree 

as well as professional status In education# 

With Increased emphasis on counseling, the effect of 

the counselor will doubtless be more important as a factor 

In change of major. At the present as far as this study is 

concerned and as far as this school is concerned* the 

initiative for change of major seems to be left to the 

discretion of the student and his parents. 

The effect of work experience was considered to be 

Important since* if it were present, it would be a good 

basis for decision# This Idea was presented to the group 

that did not change major in the form of "Actual experience 

doing the work I was preparing to do confirmed my interest 

in this major,H Sixty-four per cent of the group indicated 

this was true# This seems like a rather hi^i figure, par-

ticularly since this question was singled out for special 

instruction in giving the questionnaire. It was presented 

to the group that changed major in the form of "Actual 

experience doing the work X was preparing to do caused me 
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to change ray major,n Twenty-nine per cent of this group 

seid this was a reason for ©hang© of major. This was ex-

plored with several students in personal interviews. Some 

felt that doing chemical experiments was aimllar t© what they 

would do as chemists. Others cited experience in teaching 

Sunday School ©lasses or similar activity in whioh they 

worked with children or youth as experience In teaching. 

Another said that after he had been forced toy necessity 

to help a child who was badly cut-up in an accident he 

knew he did not want to go any further with medicine* 

Ihese students seemed to feel they had eaqperlenced a sample 

of the work and had formed a very definite opinion about it 

as a result. 

While the group that did not change major showed no 

difference where the responses of the men and women were 

compared to each other, there was a difference between 

the responses of the two sexes In the group that ©hanged 

major. In this case, more women than men felt that actual 

experience doing the work influenced them to change* 

Responses to these stimulus statements would indicate 

that realistic counseling should be related to a realistic 

work experience on the part of the counsel©®, Also, it 

would indicate that more should be done to provide the 

counselee with information about the work of people in the 

various vocations so that decisions oould be based on more 
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resllstie comparisons. Counselors might also be more help-

ful to their courts ©lees If they had experienced a wide 

variety of work experience go that they ©en do more realistic 

jobs of acquainting students with the characteristics of 

•various vocations« 

Sine® sorae students indicated they felt some majors 

failed to prepare students for any specific Jobs* this 

idea was presented to the group that did not change major 

as, "I have not felt the need to change to a major represent-

ing a more specific vocation which leads to a specific job*w 

Seventy-eight per cent indicated this was true# It was pre-

sented to the group that ©hanged major as, nI wanted to pre-

pare for a recognized vocation in which jobs are available#1* 

Forty-two per cent indicated this was true and was a reason 

for change• If this is a true meaning of their responses, 

it would indicate that persons who changed major were con-

scious of a need to study a major that would give them a 

preparation to follow a specific and common vooation. They 

would indicate also that earlier choices might have been 

less realistic. 

The differences in the way the sexes answered this 

statement seemed to bear this out also* In the group that 

changed major, there were considerably more women who in-

dicated this was true of their choice than men* It would 
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seem that sine® women are somewhat leas likaly to b© look-

ing for a means of earning a living, they would have a 

greater tendency to enroll in leas practical courses than 

men when they enter college. If they later fait a greater 

need to prepare themeselves for earning a living* they would 

to# likely to make a ohange in the direction of getting a 

definite skill in a definite vocation, This was frequently 

mentioned in remarks of young women who started in suoh 

vocations as art and music and changed to education. Another 

student who planned to be married reasons in this way: 

J plan to be married very soon, and a teaching 
certificate would have a more definite security for 
me than a degree in religious education. 

One young woman changed from art to education and gave this 

as her reason: 

I dldn* t feel secure with art as a major* I 
didn< t feel I was learning enough facts that I could 

apply to earn a living. 

The need to face the eventuality of earning a living 

seemed to b® a part of the thinking of students who were 

changing major. This caused them to seek the training that 

would have greater ohance of providing them with employable 
skills. 

An Important indloator of success Is grades made in 

©lass work, Tbia idea was presented to the group which 

did not change major In the form of "I am making good grades 

in courses pertaining to my major." Eighty-four per cent 

answered this In a manner to indicate it was true for them. 
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It was presented to the group that had ©hanged major In the 

form of "I felt I could make better grades in courses per-

taining to my new major." Forty-nine per cent of the group 

that changed major felt this was true for them. This seems 

to be one of the better indicators that students change 

major because of lack of success in the previous major. 

fhere was a difference in the way the sexes responded to 

this question in that $2 per cent of the men said this 

was true while only per cent of the women responded in 

that manner# Characteristically women as a group make, 

on the average, considerably better grades than do the men 

at the college where this study was conducted. Since nearly 

half of the group tiiat changed major checked this as a 

reason and since grades are so important to college students, 

the tendency to seek a major in which they hope to experi-

ence a higher degree of success must be considered an Im-

portant motive in change of major* 

Suantary 

When nearly four hundred students were given the oppor-

tunity to respond to questionnaires made up of statements 

pertaining to reasons for change of major or persistence of 

major, it wss evident from their responses that they felt 

there were many factors Involved# Hone ©f the twenty-five 

stimulus statements failed to attract both yes and no 

answers from each of the groups# 
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1, Students who changed major stated very frequently 

that they had experienced a ©hang® in interest sine© enter-

ing college. Students who did not change major maintained 

even more strongly that they were still interested in the 

same kinds of work as they were when they entered college, 

2, Students who ©hanged major indicated strongly that 

they thought they could get better grades in their new major. 

Those who did not change major felt just as strongly that 

the desire for better grades would not cause them to change 

raa jor. 

3, The replies of many students indicated that they 

were unfamiliar with academic requirements at the time they 

entered college and that this contributed to change of major. 

!$., Lack of occupational information was also indicated 

by replies in which students said actual experience doing the 

work cawed them to change major# 

5. The questionnaire responses tended to verify the 

quantitative studies but also indicated that in a few oases 

individual and personal reasons were important causes of 

change of major. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMAKX, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The problem of this study was to determine the faotora 

associated with change of major in college students* Six 

questions were posed to whioh answers were sought, Sinoe 

the procedures used to obtain answers to these questions 

varied from on© problem to another, each question and 

the procedures used in connection with it are listed and 

summarized separately. 

1. The first question was: Is academic success re-

lated to change of major? Stated in the form of an hypo-

thesis to be tested It wass 

1. Students who are unsuccessful in academic work 

required by their major show greater tendency to change 

major than students who are successful. 

The result of calculating ©hi square to test the in-

dependence of laok of academic success and change of major 

in their sophomore and Junior years, produced a ehi square 

of 26.whioh with one degree of freedom is significant 

beyond the .001 level. This indicated that lack of academic 

success waa related to change of major in college students, 

10lv 
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A second study of the aam© association was conducted 

in the aante manner using the same procedures. The group 

used In this study was composed of 107 male students major-

ing la physios or engineering. On© year of study Mas the 

bails of the first period of this study. 

The result of calculating ohi square to teat the In-

dependence of lack of academic success and change ©f major 

with reference to this group was ©hi square m 15«S?» With 

one degree of freedom, this was significant at "beyond the 

•001 level* Lack of academic success was related to change 

of major Cor this group. 

When ?0 students who remained from this group to 

register for their fifth semester of college were studied 

in the same manner* similar results were obtained. The 

result of calculating ohi square to teat the independence 

between lack of academic success and change of major was 

chl square « 27.68. With one degree of freedom^ this was 

significant at beyond the .001 level. As a result of these 

t&ree studies the ijjrpo thesis of no relationship between 

academic success and change of major was not tenable and 

the conclusion was that academic success was related to 

change of major. 

2. The second question was % Is mental ability as-

sociated with change of major? Stated In the fona of an 

hypothesis tills was: Mental ability is related to change of 

major in that students who change major will show less 
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mental ability as indicated by total raw scores on The 

American Counoil on Education Psychological Examination 

than will students who do not change major. 

The result of testing the significance of the differ-

ence between the means of groups of 114 atudenta who changed 

major and 118 atudenta who did not change major waa t « *Hf, 

the difference waa not significant. In a heterogeneous 

group of students mental ability was not associated with 

change of major. 

To control the influence of subject matter* a second 

sample was used* all of whom had major® in physics or 

engineering. The result of testing the significance of 

the difference between the means was t * 6.65# which with 

87 degrees of freedom was significant at beyond the ,001 

level# The null hypothesis was abandoned* The conclusion 

was mental ability was related to change of major when the 

Influence of subject matter was held constant. 

3# The third question waa * Is change of interest 

related to change of major? Stated in the form of an 

hypothesis this was: Students who change major will show 

greater tendency to change interest than students who do 

not change major. Testa of the significance of the dif-

ference between mean changes for each of the nine scales 

for each of the groups were used. Where the groups were 

heterogeneous from the standpoint of major both the group 
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that changed major and the group that did not change major 

showed significant changes in some scales# The group that 

changed major showed significant changes on more scales 

than did the other group. 

Where the two group® were homogeneous with regard to 

major the group that did not change major shoved no slg-

nlfioant changes of inventoried interest; those who changed 

major showed significant losses of inventoried interests 

on three scales and significant gains on two scales# The 

null hypothesis of no difference was untenable and the 

conclusion was: In a homogeneous group of college students 

those who changed major showed a greater tendency to change 

inventoried interest than those who did not change major* 

The answers to questions four, five, and six were 

sought from the responses to questions on the questionnaires 

and responses in personal interviews« The fourth question 

wass Are there reasons that are personal and peculiar to 

the individual that are associated with change of major? 

The responses of students indicated that in some oases 

they had changed major because of a reason or reasons that 

were personal and peculiar to them as individuals but such 

reasons were given very infrequently. 

f>. The fifth question waai Is Inadequate occupational 

information related to change of majorT The replies of on© 
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third of the students who changed major indicated that laok 

of occupational information was a reason for change of major. 

6, She sixth question wass Do social reasons auoh as 

a desire for a vocation with greater prestige, increasing 

interest in being of service to people, or having to eon-

form to the wishes of parents or relatives relate to change 

of majort Responses of students indicated that in a few 

cases they were influenced by social or family situations 

so that change of major was made necessary, However, these 

were mentioned infrequently. Only 16 per cent of the group 

that changed major gave this as a reason. A few of that 

group commented on that point in personal interviews but this 

also was an infrequent occurrence. One fourth of the stu-

dents who changed major indicated that a desire to be of 

more service to people was a reason for change of major, 

The study on change of interest also showed that in a 

heterogeneous group of students this was a t rend common 

to all of them. A desire to be of greater service to 

people was not limited to students who changed major. 

Conclusions 

The analysis of the results of this study led to the 

following conclusionsi 

1* l*ack of academic success is related to change of 

major in college students. 
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2« la a heterogeneous group of college students the 

relationship of Mental ability to change of major was not 

demonstrated* 

3* In a group of college students who were homogeneous 

with regard to major the students who ©hanged major had sig-

nificant! y lower mental ability when compared to those who 

did not change major* 

ij.* College students who ©hanged major had greater 

tendency to change inventoried interests than students who 

did not change major. 

5. Lack of occupational information contributes to 

change of major in college students* 

6, College students change Major Infrequently for 

reasons that are of a social nature, 

7# The desire to be of more service to people waa 

given as a reason for change of major but interest inventory 

scores indicated this was a ©©rauion trend with most students, 

8* Most students change major because of lack of 

success rather than for personal reasons peculiar to a few 

Individuals* 

Recommendations 

1* Colleges should offer more exploratory courses to 

altering students. This research indicated that students 

were poorly informed with regard to the types of activities 
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in which they would be engaged while studying for a major, 

These courses should to© of such nature that they would 

give the student a general acquaintance with the subject 

matter field as well aa considerable information about the 

occupation, 

2« Students should be encouraged to take more time 

to choose a major. Students who dhooae an inappropriate 

major run the riik of extensive loss of credit and failure 

through early apecialisatlon• If they were encouraged to 

take a general course while they explored difficult and 

unfamiliar work they might make more steady progress* 

3. Gollegea should give their entering students more 

information on academic requirements for the various majors 

available. A student should receive a degree plan aa soon 

as he declares a major# This would give hlra a better op-

portunity for learning what he will be expected to do aa 

well as expose him to academic counseling. 

1|. More attention should be given to determination 

of whether or not a student has sufficient ability to 

complete a major* before he is allowed to declare it his 

choice. Moat colleges use scholastic aptitude testa in 

connection with admission or orientation of students. 

Careful study of the success of other students should reveal 

the minimum scores consonant with various levels of success 

in tii© available majors. Student® should receive any in-

formation that is available which would help them evaluate 
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their probable success in a given major befor© they *hould 

be allowed to make it their choice. 

5# Colleges and universities should give more com-

plete counseling to entering students than they do at 

present. This research showed that frequently the effects 

of unwise choice of major were lack of success and change 

of major. However, aiany students have been allowed to enter 

college and choose majors that they could not complete even 

though their imminent failure oould have been predicted in 

many cases. If students were given more complete oounsel-

ing great saving could b© effected# Fewer students might 

attempt majors that were impossible for them and less in-

struction would be wasted on students who could not be ex-

pected to profit from it. Also many students who would not 

be successful without counseling could receive the benefits 

of higher education. 
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Questionnaire on Change of Major 

Form 1 

Below you will find a number of statements given by 
other students as reasons why they changed major, Seme of 
them probably apply to you. Fleas© read each s tatement 
earefully, than decide If that factor was present at th® 
time you were considering a change of major. If it was and 
th© statement Is mostly true, put an X In th© mostly true 
column# If it is mostly false ©s applied to you, mark an X 
In th© mostly false column. If that factor was not present, 
mark an X In the does not apply column. 

Mostly Mostly Does not 
I changed major because? True false 

1. I found that I have developed 
new Interest in different 
kinds of work since I started 
college. 

2# I found that the class work 
involved was dull and unin-
teresting# 

3. It required wore reading 
than 1 cared to do. 

Ij,. There were too few members 
of the opposite sex study-
ing this major. 

5. To complete the major would 
require more sacrifice than 
I was willing to make. 

6. Mathematics was somewhat of 
a barrier to me. 

7. I wanted a vocation that 
would #ive me more prestige. 

8. It did not offer sufficient 
opportunity to help people, 

9» I found the required for-
eign language too difficult. 

10. I dldn* t have the aptitudes 
for that major. 

11. Th© choice of my original 
major was not entirely mine 
in the first place. 

12. I felt that it would take 
too long to complete the 
study. 

13. Because to complete my 
study I would have had to 
change schools* 
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Mostly 
Sru® 

Mostly Does not 
g**»e Applj 

llj.. 1 admired a teacher In the 
area to w hloh I changed. 

15. ^h© new major offers more 
job security If I should 
need It in later years. 

16. I dldn*t Ilk® some of tine 
Instructors in my former 
field of study. 

17. I didn't feel comfortable 
doing or contemplating what 
was required in the job. 

18. 1 don't like the type of 
life led by people working 
in that vocation. 

19. I found that some of the 
activities in that vocation 
were plain drudgery. 

20. Teachers in my former de-
partment seemed to have 
little to offer. 

21. 1 have close relative® who 
enjoy working in the area 
of my new vocation. 

22. My counselor advised me to 
change major. 

23. Actual experience doing the 
work I was preparing to do 
caused me to change my major. 

214.. I wanted to prepare for a 
recognized vocation in which 
jobs are available. 

25• I felt I could make better 
grades in courses pertaining 
to my new major. 

List below or on the back any reasons not mentioned 
above that »rf,ght have influenced the persistence of your 
choice of major. 
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Changed 

Kuder BB Interests: 

Mechanical 

Computational 

Scientific 

Persuasive 

Artistic 

Literary 

Musical 

Social Service 

Clerical 

Date 

Changed 

to 

Date 

Teat Retest Biff, 

to 

A. C. E. Raw Score T 

Reason for change of major: 
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Qttftstiohnaire on Persistence of Major 

Below you will find a number of statements given by 
other students as reasons why they have kept the same major. 
Some of them probably apply to you. Fleas® reed ©ach state-
ment carefully* then decide if that Idea was related to the 
fact that you did not ©hang© major. If It was, and the 
statement is mostly true, put an X In the Mostly True column. 
If it is mostly false as applied to you, mark an X In the 
Mostly False ooluran. If that factor was not present, mark an 
X in the Does Not Apply column. 

Mostly Mostly Doe® Hot 
True False Apply 

1. I find that I am interested in 
the same kinds of work as when 
I started college. 

2. The class work in my major is 
pleasant and interesting. 

3» I can comfortably accomplish 
the required reading. 

lj.« Absence of members of the 
opposite sex did not detract 
from th© attractiveness of 
this major. 

5. I am willing to make the 
sacrifice needed to complete 
this major. 

6. Mathematics is not a barrier 
for me, 

7# I like th© prestige associated 
with my major. 

8» I want to do work where I can 
help people, 

9* I ©an handle th® required 
foreign language. 

10. My aptitudes seem suited 
to this major. 

11. 1 chose this major; no one 
chose it for me. 

12* I felt I had sufficient time 
to complete the study. 

13. It would not bother me to have 
to change schools to complete 
my study. 
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Mostly Xostly Does Mot 
faro® False Apply 

lii-. Interesting teachers In other 
areas have not ©hanged my 
interest In my Major. 

15» My ohosen vocation offers me 
job security if I need it in 
later years, 

16# I liked the instructors in 
my field of study. 

17. I feel comfortable doing ®nd 
contemplating what is required 
in this vocation. 

18. The life of people in this 
vocation appeals to me. 

19# The work in thin vocation 
seems to be free from the 
drudgery of other jobs. 

20m Teachers in this department 
are competent and well 
qualified, 

21. Some of my close relatives 
enjoy working in the area of 
my chosen vocation. 

22. My counselor advised me 
to continue study in this 
major. 

23. Actual experience doing the 
work I was preparing to do 
confirmed my interest in this 
major. 

2fy.« I have not felt the need to 
change to a.major represent-
ing a more specific vocation 
which leads to a specific job. 

25. X am making good grades in 
courses pertaining to ay 
taa jor. 

klat below or on the back any reasons not mentioned 
above that Might have influenced the persistence of your 
choice of aiajor. 
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